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ABSTRACT
This thesis seeks to reveal the possible underlying forces acting to stall an outsourcing
activity and to formulate a framework for outsourcing to overcome these problems by
looking at past examples of contract manufacturing in the computer industry.
The analysis in this thesis consisted of interviews with forty-five managers involved
with outsourcing activities at six different companies. Specifically, information from
these interviews was used to form causal loop diagrams and to perform analysis of the
forces acting upon the implementation strategies.
The results of this research are intended to provide steps to successful implementation
of virtual manufacturing by (1) outlining the forces that influence outsourcing
manufacturing, and (2) developing a framework with which organizations can design
outsourcing strategies that focus on required internal and external infrastructures and
capabilities to ensure long-term success of the outsourcing strategy and the firm. This
framework was applied to the case study at HP to assess their manufacturing strategy
and to make recommendations on an implementation strategy that fits their particular
needs and goals.
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Chapter 1
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Today, every US manufacturing company in the electronics and computer
industry has had some form of contract manufacturing activity, ranging from
outsourcing products and services to manufacturing. Outsourcing includes
components, sub-assemblies, accounting services, workforce, design, warehousing,
inspection, shipping & receiving, logistics, and final assembly. Almost every company
has realized that effective utilization of contract manufacturing is essential in today's
competitive environment. As outsourcing increases in breadth and depth, companies
feel that this method has a significant impact on their competitiveness, an impact that
becomes critical as companies move toward the "Virtual Manufacturing" paradigm,
where manufacturing companies rely on third-party infrastructure providers.
However, companies generally have no coherent framework to effectively
outsource manufacturing. Their experience with contract manufacturing has
historically been limited to using contractors primarily to balance manufacturing loads.
That tune has already changed in most companies, from convenience to strategy. The
question companies now face is how to outsource manufacturing so that it becomes a
competitive advantage in the short and long run, rather than a threat.
The goal of this research has been to explore future manufacturing strategies for
the computer industry, and to develop a framework to help organizations structure for
successful manufacturing outsourcing. I define specific actions by citing examples of
successful and unsuccessful implementation. I describe what it takes to move a
company through this process, assessing various approaches to outsourcing
manufacturing, and describe how to prevent a strategy from failing because of
ineffective implementation.
This research was done specifically to aid Hewlett-Packard's (HP) Computer
Systems Organization's (CSO) Work Station Group (WSG) in assessing their long-term
strategy towards Virtual Manufacturing, to evaluate what it takes to outsource
manufacture successfully, and to select the appropriate implementation approach for
the organization.
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1.1 Statement of Objectives
The central objective of this research is to develop a framework for a successful
outsourcing manufacturing infrastructure as a step toward virtual manufacturing, and
to examine how this framework can be introduced into an organization as an integrated
and enduring part of the policymaking process. This thesis synthesizes the experiences
of several companies and organizations in outsourcing manufacturing. The experiences
described here are the basis for formulating a set of critical success factors (CSF) for
outsourcing manufacturing. The deliverables of this research are a set of guidelines
and a framework with which to design outsourcing manufacturing strategy and
infrastructure for specific organizations.
The research is based on a cross-company study in the computer industry that
included Sun Microsystems, Silicon Graphics Inc. (SGI), Compaq, Apple, Dell, and
twenty organizations across different divisions within Hewlett-Packard.
Included in the work is a case study based on Hewlett-Packard Company, and a
strategy was developed and tailored specifically to their needs and environment.
1.2 Project Approach
A five-step approach was used to develop the framework for outsourcing
manufacturing:
(1) collect industry data and identify key variables and trends;
(2) investigate driving forces in outsourcing manufacturing;
(3) evaluate various implementation methods and develop a set of causal loop
diagrams to show the dynamic structure of the factors involved in
implementation of manufacturing outsourcing;
(4) identify factors critical to the success of outsourcing manufacturing; and
(5) formulate a framework for outsourcing manufacturing.
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1.3 Financial Impact
The framework for assessing the driving forces of manufacturing outsourcing,
the evaluation of various implementation methods, and factors critical to the success of
utilizing contract manufacturers in the computer industry are documented, and
indicate a robust approach to outsourcing manufacturing. This framework
significantly improves the decision-making process for what, when, and how to
outsource manufacturing. In addition, it proposes how organizations have to structure
to succeed short-term and long-term as they move to "Virtual Manufacturing." The
gains in effective and efficient outsourcing manufacturing can be translated into several
million dollars' annual savings.
This framework was used as a risk management tool and was one method
applied to assess HP's "Virtual Manufacturing" strategy in the workstation group. It
outlined the structure required, and provided the elements that must be in place for the
strategy to succeed. Details are presented in Chapter 6. Several million dollars in
annual savings are credited to this evaluation, estimated by considering the costs of
delayed or lost sales and higher overall costs due to inefficiencies that rose from sub-
optimal manufacturing outsourcing implementation.
1.4 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 provides a background for the study, explains terminology, and
presents an overview of research methodology.
Chapter 3 documents the outsourcing manufacturing experiences of several
companies in the computer industry. The work presented in Chapter 3 serves a basis
for establishing the "Driving Forces" framework described in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4 presents the critical "Driving Forces" framework based on an
assessment of key structural factors that impact manufacturing outsourcing. This
framework is based heavily on company interviews conducted by the author.
Chapter 5 focuses on the characterization of implementation methods used in
manufacturing outsourcing. System dynamics Causal Loop Diagram (CLD) are used
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to analyze these implementation methods of addressing fundamental causes of
difficulty.
Chapter 6 presents the emerging framework for outsourcing manufacturing for
designing successful strategies to outsource manufacturing. Because different
organizations have different needs and conditions, the framework is presented as a
process so that each strategy can be tailored to that situation. Chapter 6 is organized in
three major sections. The first section summarizes critical success factors for
manufacturing outsourcing in the computer industry, the second presents the
theoretical framework for designing a manufacturing outsourcing strategy, and the
third describes a strategy that was developed by applying the framework to the case
study site, HP's workstation group.
Chapter 7 offers conclusions, closing recommendations, reflections, and lessons
learned, and discusses implications for further research.
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2.0 BACKGROUND
This chapter is divided into two major parts. The first part summarizes key
points made in the literature on contract manufacturing and issues involved. The
second part describes the methodology used in this research.
2.1 Trends in Contract Manufacturing
Contract manufacturing has experienced dramatic growth in recent years as
electronics and computer companies realize that it allows a higher rate of return by
introducing products to the market better, faster, and cheaper. This is achieved by
concentrating on their value-added steps, R&D and product marketing, rather than on
manufacturing capabilities. The practice of focusing on core competencies and
outsourcing other activities is a major trend of the '90s in the electronics and computer
industries. Contract manufacturing has become a global industry with a worldwide
market in excess of $20 billion a year (see Table 2.1).
Table 2.1 - Worldwide Contract Manufacturing Demand by
Region 1992 to 1997 (Projected) in Billions of Dollars
Regions 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 AGGR(%)
North America 8.4 9.5 10.9 12.6 14.6 16.5 14.5
Asia (excl. Japan) 2.2 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.6 15.9
Europe 3.1 3.6 4.2 5.0 5.8 6.7 16.7
Japan 5.2 5.9 6.7 7.7 8.7 9.7 13.3
Rest of World 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.7 23.2
Total 19.5 22.3 25.8 30.0 34.5 39.0 15.0
Behind this growth are market dynamics that require computer companies to
command a high level of flexibility in their processes in order to fulfill expanding
demands for customized products. To compete effectively, some companies have
developed strategies that allow for low-cost production of specialty products and
services. But such versatility cannot be achieved using specialized mass production
techniques. As impelled by today's markets and customers, a number of different,
high-quality products must be produced via short production runs, short changeover
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times, and low work-in-progress inventories. Therefore, more and more companies are
moving to provide product customization. These are more than likely the companies
that have successfully integrated contract manufacturing into their processes to provide
the necessary flexibility and responsiveness. What increasingly differentiates computer
companies today is the extent to which they choose to manage various activities
internally or to release them to outside sources.
As companies seek optimal methods to strengthen their own internal value
chains, the tendency is to move away from the idea of competitiveness through vertical
integration. This method focuses on product competencies, whereas value chain
integration emphasizes process capabilities. As an approach to market
competitiveness, the method permits companies to increase flexibility, responsiveness,
and quality while allowing them to respond cost-effectively in a turbulent marketplace.
Outsourcing manufacturing and related activities are steps toward "Virtual
Manufacturing, " whereby it is possible for a manufacturing company to rely only on
external manufacturing infrastructure provided by third-party contract manufacturers.
Outsourcing in the electronics and computer industries has an approximately twenty-
year history in Printed Circuit Assembly (PCA.) As recently as a few years ago,
contract manufacturers were referred to as "board stuffers." Today, however their role
has expanded significantly, and according to the current literature, the outsourcing of
non-core activities to contract manufacturing presents companies with six major
advantages:
* Reduced Time to Market: Contract manufacturers, with their specialized expertise
and infrastructure, permit products to be introduced more quickly.
* Preserved Capital: Companies gain access to the latest capital equipment, process
knowledge, and critical manufacturing expertise without additional investment.
* Focus on Core Competencies: Companies can concentrate on product development,
marketing, and distribution.
* Increased Flexibility and Responsiveness: Outside their own organizations, companies'
processes can run in parallel.
* Improved Asset Management: By utilizing contract manufacturing, companies reduce
cost via access to streamlined materials organization, reduced exposure and
increased return on assets.
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* Improved Product Quality: Contract manufacturers generally utilize the latest
technologies. By concentrating on a single task, quality is improved for all
assemblies of a product.
Further industry data is required in order to validate these findings for
outsourcing manufacturing and for other value-added steps beyond PCA outsourcing.
The data from a computer industry field study, documented in Chapter 3, is aimed
toward providing this.
2.2 Steps to "Virtual Manufacturing"
The direction is toward virtual manufacturing, and different companies are at
different points on the curve. The notion is that no one company can do everything,
and that companies therefore need to focus on their core competencies and eliminate
the rest. The spectrum reaches from vertically integrated and product-focused
companies to a network of process-focused companies, as follows:
* develop & manufacture internally
* develop & manufacture internally or externally as appropriate
* develop internally & manufacture externally
* develop & manufacture externally
Over time, contract manufacturers are doing much more than just assembling
Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs), they are building complete systems and even shipping
final products to end users. In Europe and Japan, contracting the building and
integration of all components for a final product is characteristic of customer
companies, and it is now also a growing trend in North America. Both Northern
Telecom and Motorola expect their final-system build contracting to increase to 50
percent of their contracted work by 1997. The growth in worldwide demand from 1992
to 1997 (projected value) has doubled in every region (see Figure 2.2)
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2.3 Issues Related to "Virtual Manufacturing "
Contract manufacturing is not for everyone since companies fear loss of control
over the manufacturing process including scheduling, delivery, quality and
responsiveness to customers. In addition, some fear the loss of proprietary secrets of
product design, and others do not want to lose their manufacturing expertise as they
ride the learning curve for new and advanced technologies in design, testing, and
manufacturing.
Other reasons for not using contract manufacturing include retaining in-house
manufacturing capabilities and making use of existing staff and equipment. They fear
hollowing out of their companies due to erosion of manufacturing expertise. Some
companies cite cost as a reason to shy away from contract manufacturing. Selecting a
contract manufacturer can be a formidable task.
2.4 Defining the Research Question
The question is not why any company would trust another to manufacture its
products, but rather one of how outsourcing manufacturing is implemented.
Electronics and computer companies have had twenty years' experience with PCA
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outsourcing to the level that Sun Microsystems is fabless and buys foundry capacity
from third-party contract manufacturers. In recent years the focus of companies on
core competencies has broadened contract manufacturers' services in design, final
assembly, system integration, and shipment. Contract manufacturers are becoming
providers of infrastructure and resources.
Clearly the trend is to outsource more non-core activities and contracting
services that will be in increasing demand -- including materials planning, inventory
management, purchasing capabilities, design for manufacturability, and testing.
However, the key is how to implement outsourcing manufacturing effectively as
a company moves to virtual manufacturing, where R&D, marketing, and other core
competencies are kept internally and manufacturing infrastructure is obtained through
third-party contract manufacturers.
Moving towards "Virtual Manufacturing" as well as effective and efficient use of
contract manufacturing can not be done piecemeal but requires a sound strategy and
"how-to" framework. In addition, successful and effective implementation depends on
the degree and intensity of outsourcing manufacturing and the level of capacity or
knowledge dependency on the contract manufacturer. This thesis attempts to develop
a framework to assess intensity of the critical forces impacting outsourcing
manufacturing, and to assist companies in choosing the appropriate implementation
approach.
2.5 Methodology
To attain the goals outlined in the Introduction of this thesis, I have used the
case-study method. This method was selected to allow concentrating on the wide
range of impacts of outsourcing, which requires a field study approach. Despite a
quantitative approach to headcount reductions and cost reductions, outsourcing is a
management tool, that is, an art rather than a science. Therefore, the observation of a
few significant firms, combined with conclusions from the literature, has provided an
effective insight into the outsourcing process.
A questionnaire was designed to collect information relevant to the major topics
addressed in this thesis. A summarized version of the this questionnaire was used as a
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road-map in interviews. Interviews were conducted by the author with managers and
engineers from several HP divisions, Sun, Apple, Dell, Compaq, SGI and Mack
Technology. In each case, mangers and engineers were positioned to experience first-
hand the process of outsourcing and potential restructuring their own firm. The
questionnaire used in the interviewing process is attached as Appendix A. The
summarized results are attached as Appendix B. The interviews were conducted
through company visits and supplemented by telephone, and findings are summarized
below. A sample detailed interview is attached as Appendix C.
These in-depth case studies have been supplemented by a literature review of a
few firms. The intent was to include a number of organizations and to cover the
spectrum of outstanding outsourcing experience as well as firms and organizations
who are perceived as having experienced difficulties in their outsourcing activities.
The information about these firms and organizations is incorporated throughout this
document.
2.6 Terminology
Black Box Suppliers design and make the part-commodity products
Capacity- Utilize contract manufacturers to access their manufacturing
Dependent infrastructure
CLD Causal Loop Diagrams are Systems Dynamics tool used to show
the causality relationships among various variables to facilitate
understanding complex issues and systems
CM Contract Manufacturer
Consignment Suppliers manufacture the part, company retains its material
management role--company owns the inventory--
Contract Contracting with a third-party to perform manufacturing
Manufacturing functions
Core Core competencies for the business are the proprietary
Competency manufacturing processes when they provide competitive
advantage. A few core competencies identified by the computer
companies are as follows: concurrent product and process design,
new product ramps, strategic procurement, supply chain
management, and integrator of complex system solution.
ECO Engineering Change Order process
FAST Final Assembly and Test
Gray Box Company co-designs with suppliers
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Knowledge- Utilize contract manufacturers to obtain knowledge and
Dependent technology
NPI New Product Introduction process
Outsourcing Buying parts from suppliers or having them make the components
Parts or sub-assemblies
Outsourcing Using contract manufacturers to make or assemble products at
Manufacturing end-item level--outsourcing as an extension or in place of internal
manufacturing operations--
PCA Printed Circuit Assembly
PCB Printed Circuit Board
Prototype The process of building the first few products before ramp
Ramp Up The period of building up volume for new product introduction
Shadow Box Company learns about the design of the products from suppliers
Turnkey In addition to manufacturing the part, the suppliers take over the
materials management role as well-suppliers own the inventory--
Virtual Utilizing contract manufacturers to perform manufacturing and
Manufacturing final assembly of the product--a manufacturing company that does
not have internal manufacturing operations--
White Box Suppliers build to company specification
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Chapter 3
3.0 CONTRACT MANUFACTURING: EXPERIENCES FROM
THE COMPUTER INDUSTRY
3.1 Cross-Company Outsourcing Profile
This chapter presents a case study of six companies, as well as a survey on the
impact of utilizing external manufacturing to the overall supply chain. We examine the
relation of external manufacturing to restructuring in medium- and large-sized
companies in the US computer industry, an industry currently experiencing a high
level of restructuring. The objective of this field research has been to evaluate and
assess the risks, benefits, and unanticipated problems with or opportunities offered by
contract manufacturing. The goal is to characterize critical success factors of contract
manufacturing in the computer industry.
The existing framework for firm-level decisions assumes that companies
restructure their supply chain and form external manufacturing relationships in order
to reduce supply chain cost and improve service. Many researchers have described the
possible benefits of contract manufacturing, and have conducted surveys to define the
extent of these benefits. The present research goes beyond the existing literature by
presenting the results of assessing the benefits and risks of contract manufacturing and
its impact on the supply chain. No previous research has been presented which
investigates this linkage at US companies. This research fills this gap.
We have combined the information from case studies with the results of a
survey, and we use the Systems Dynamics to formulate the relevant variables identified
based on a literature review as well as on having worked with a group involved in
restructuring and considering contract manufacturing. Next, the survey questionnaire
was written and potential respondents identified and contacted. The interviews were
completed via site visits and teleconferencing. The study includes six computer
industries and twenty-six different groups, and consists of a total of forty-four
interviews. In addition, eight interviews were conducted with academics active in the
field, industry consultants, editors, and contract manufacturing companies. The six-
sample companies did not contribute to the study equally. Because I was hosted by HP
and had access to other divisions and groups within HP, a number of groups within
HP were included, which resulted in thirty-two interviews in twenty different groups.
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Products range from personal computers, workstations, computer peripherals, and
printers, to logistics services. In the context of this document, the term "CM" refers to
"contract manufacturer."
3.1.1 Participants
Participants in the field study include six computer and workstation companies,
chosen because of product similarities to and competition with the HP workstation
group. The groups within HP were selected on the merit of having been involved with
manufacturing outsourcing. For the purposes of this study, any reference to a company
or group involved does not distinguish between companies involved and internal HP
groups. Individual HP groups are treated as a company within the computer industry,
because each product line is unique and because each autonomous business unit drives
its own strategy as an independent entity.
Computer Companies:
* Hewlett-Packard (HP)
* Sun MicroSystems (SUN)
* Silicon Graphics Inc. (SGI)
* APPLE
* COMPAQ
* DELL
HP Groups:
* Procurement Strategy Board (PSB)
* Corporate Procurement (Procurement, IT, Technology Road map)
* Corporate Logistics
* North American Distribution Operations (NADO)
* Support Material Organization (SMO)
* Integrated Systems Division (ISD)
* Disc Memory Drive (DMD)
* Vancouver Division (VCD)
* Roseville Network Division (RND)
* Spokane Division (SKD)
* Boise Printer Division(BPD)
* Asia/Pacific Personal Computer Division (APCD)
* Computer Interconnect Operations (CIO/ CCMO)
* San Diego Division (SDD)
* France Manufacturing Organization (FMO)
* Grenoble Personal Computer Division (GPCD)
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* Network Systems Division(NSD)
* Strategic Planning and Modeling (SPaM)
* Software Replication and Distribution Operation (SRDO)
* Lake Stevens Instruments Division (LSID)
Other:
* SCI France (SCIF)
* MacTechnology
* "Outsource" Magazine
* Technology Forecaster Company
* UCLA Research Group
* Stanford Research Group
* "Manufacturing Market Insider" Magazine
3.1.2 Products
A variety of products and services are outsourced in the computer industry. The
computer companies involved offer a portfolio of products, from low-end to high-end
and including workstations, personal computers, laserjet printers, inkjet printers,
deskjets, plotters, software, fax components, disc drives, network cards, board
assemblies (PCAs), and small electronic devices embedded in other products.
3.1.3 Outsourced Activities
Printed Circuit Board Assembly (PCA) in the electronics and computer industry
has a twenty-year outsourcing history. Over time more and more of
manufacturing activities and services have been outsourced. Logistics is another highly
popular outsourcing activity. Companies involved in this study provide a wide
spectrum of outsourced activities, as follows:
* Printed Circuit Board Assembly (PCA)
* Logistics: in-bound receive, inspection, warehousing, outbound shipment for
various channels including company distribution centers, Value-Added
Resellers (VAR), Value-Added Businesses(VAB), end-user
* Components & Sub-Assemblies
* Final Assembly & Test (FAST)
- New Product Introduction (NPI): Prototype & Ramp up
- Concurrent Engineering
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* Design
* Repair
* Software Duplication & Packaging
3.1.4 Outsourcing Patterns
There are two basic motivations for beginning outsourcing:
* "Rational Choice" Scenario
- conduct a pilot project
- load leveling by outsourcing
* "Imitation" Scenario
- another division using supplier
- another successful company (i.e. PC maker) is outsourcing.
Overall there is a strong "spillover" effect to achieve low-end manufacturing and
lower prices for components. Imitation is common across companies -- most companies
in fact do mimic, with the exception of SUN where outsourcing is their strategy.
Outsourcing is in a trial-and-error stage of infancy, and industry standards have
not yet been set. Even those who have been involved for a period of time cannot be
called experts. Most of the companies in this study have outsourced PCA for
approximately four years and final assembly for about a year. Once outsourcing is
considered an option, various approaches follow:
* seeking extra capacity
* partial extension of company's manufacturing does not include prototype and
possibly also excludes ramp
full extension of company - includes prototype, ramp, and possibly design
One major impact to the decision is material management. Depending on the
criticality of components, the capabilities of CM, and the information systems available,
there are different approaches to material handling:
* consignment
* partial consignment (company retains control of strategic and high-dollar
components)
full turnkey (100% of components and activities outsourced)
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A company's transition to working with contract manufacturing is usually
hands-on, tight monitoring, heavy involvement. Consignment first, then once the
confidence and processes are in place at the CM, the move to turnkey is made. Almost
all involved companies do partial consignment and retain control of critical and
expensive parts in order to leverage their purchasing power and ensure supply.
3.1.5 Implementation Scenarios
Figure 3.1 presents a spectrum of outsourcing as steps to virtual manufacturing.
The first step is traditional in-house manufacturing. Two of the companies interviewed
reported distinctly different strategies:
Keep manufacturing in-house.
COMPAQ: Keep manufacturing and Final Assembly in-house except for simple
boards, and commodity components.
Keep final assembly and test in-house.
DELL: Be a technology follower & keep final assembly shop in-house and
leverage suppliers for components and sub-assemblies.
However, if outsourcing is the solution, there are different implementation
approaches depending on what business question you are addressing:
* Outsourcing PCA Boards (different methods)
* Logistics CM to perform manufacturing
* On site with CM-- co-locate
* CM to take over people and plant but not processes
* CM to take over people and plant and license the process
* CM to take over people and maybe processes (spin-off -- new area)
* FAST (design, Virtual Manufacturing)
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Figure 3.1- Outsourcing Implementation
Senarios In The Computer Industry
Outsourcing
Level
Steps to Virtual Manufacturing Over Time
(Source: Based on Interview Data)
3.2 Evidence From Cross-Company Outsourcing Experiences
In this section the collective learning from a number of companies in the
computer industry is presented. The data are synthesized to form a descriptive model
of contract manufacturing in the industry. Chapter 4 draws upon these results to
consider leverage points, causes, constraints, and consequences. For ease of reference,
each section is discussed in the form of questions and answers.
3.2.1 Critical Dimensions
A different set of benefits and risks is associated with outsourcing, depending on
the products, and a set of parameters, where each parameter has its continuum. Also,
depending on the product, process, and level of organizational support, there are
different tradeoffs to be considered. Depending on where you are in the product life
cycle, different problems, relationships, and expectations are anticipated. In an attempt
to demonstrate outsourcing dimensions and specifics of why outsourcing is attractive to
pursue and what the outcomes are thus far, several tables and pareto charts have been
constructed based on the industry profile and companies involved. Figure 3.2 shows
the key business variables and the direction they moved as a result of outsourcing. The
results are based on all the respondents' experiences. The specific cases are covered in
Virtual Mfg
Spin Off to a New CM
CM to take over people, plantý
& processes
CM to take over people, plant
Co-locate with CM
Logistic CM to Perform Mfg
Capacity Provider
In-house Mfg
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Chapter 4. Figure 3.3 shows the level of outsourcing for each of the companies
included in this study.
Figure 3.2
Relation
- Product Dimensions and Success of Outsourcing
Increased risk in outsourcing
Likelihood of success in outsourcing
(Source: Based on Interview Data)
I Dimension Outsourcine Spectrum I
product simple / commodity medium complexity complex /
customized
life cycle long (15 years) medium short ( 6 months)
design stable a few ECOs unstable
volume high medium low
product mix low medium high
technology low / standard medium high / complex
process standard non-priority proprietory
downsizing none / low some major
degree of restructuring none / low some major
moving OEM excess none / low some CM to take over
people to CM plant
moving OEM's flex none / low some CM to take over
workforce to CM the flex workforce
customer linkage company sends to CM sends to the dist. CM sends directly
customer directly center to the customer
proximity to CM different time zone within a day travel co-location
success factor product-orientation process-orientation people-orientation
orientation
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Figure 3.3 - Industry Outsourcing Profile
Outsourcing
Level
Steps to Virtual Manufacturing (1994)(Source: Based on Interview Data)
3.2.2 Outsourcing Strategy
Manufacturing is changing, and every company is at a crossroads: What is to be
the future of manufacturing enterprises? Companies are challenged --there are many
different businesses or product lines, and each wants to stay in touch with the best
practices and take advantage of the lowest costs.
Manufacturing strategy is a continuum from extensive in-house manufacturing and
final assembly, to virtual manufacturing (which means very little to no manufacturing).
Figure 3.4 shows the path to virtual manufacturing.
DELL
Sun MicroSystems
Apple
Hewlett Packard
SGI
Compaq
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Figure 3.4 - Path To Virtual Manufacturing
Outsourcing strategy should logically stem from manufacturing strategy, but
according to the groups and companies in this study, the majority follow an
incremental strategy of each entity or group within the company examining
outsourcing opportunities and utilizing external resources, where appropriate. (This
strategy is mapped as Region II of Figure 3.4.) The exceptions are in Regions I and III.
Those in Region I are companies/groups who have decided to utilize internal capacity
first, and rather than reducing manufacturing and downsizing, amortize fixed cost over
a higher volume of products and therefore reduce the overhead and manufacturing
costs. This method avoids reducing overhead by reducing staff, and increases volume
and revenue.
The companies in region III are those who have decided that manufacturing is
not their mission and would like to use investment dollars for opportunities in other
areas in the company such as R&D, marketing, and distribution. Some companies
enjoyed tremendous success outsourcing design as well as manufacturing of their low-
end products. Survival was the reason these companies initially turned to contract
manufacturers since they needed a broad range of products introduced to the market
quickly to increase sales but did not have enough people in the lab.
The approach differs depending on volume, complexity, and cost-sensitivity of
the products as well as on customer proximity. Some companies tend to postpone low-
end cost-sensitive products at distribution centers which are closer to the customers in
order to reduce inventory management and cost.
Region II Region II 1 Region III
I (VirtualMfg)•
Decide on internal / External
Mfg @IDesign Time
Capacity Provider)
Inhs Mf
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The high-volume, low-cost products chase the lower-cost labor. Most high-mix
and low-volume products are learning as they go, experimenting with contract
manufacturers in order to reduce internal resources. Some are paying up to 20% for
material overhead handled by the CM, because volume plays a significant role in the
cost efficiency of the operation.
Figure 3.5 - Matrix of Complexity & Outsourcing
High
Level of
Outsourcing
Low
Low Complexity High
Most organizations that are extensively involved in the outsourcing are driven
separately by each entity have taken a different strategy regarding the high-end,
complex, low-volume, and high-mix products as well proprietary processes. In most
cases the organizations keep these products and processes in-house due to
technological and capability constraints of the CM. Most prototypes are still made
internally since prototyping at the CM has proven to require many resources and to be
expensive due to material management issues.
The question many companies face is, "Is manufacturing our competitive
advantage and core competency, or should we invest in other areas?" Or, the question
may well be, "Are we in this business long-term?" Although a sound manufacturing
strategy that fits the business strategy will be required to answer these questions and
pave the way to successful utilization of contract manufactures, most companies still
struggle with formulating and executing such strategies. The framework provided in
Chapter 4 is designed to answer these questions by assessing outsourcing strategies on
Standard Products Mass Customization
& High Volume & High Volume
>>>>>>>>>>> (Outsource) >>>>>(In-House or Outsource)
Niche Products Custom Products
& Low Volume & Low Volume
>>(In-House or Outsource) >>>(In-House Manufacturing)
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various dimensions, such as knowledge-dependency and capacity-dependency on
contract manufacturer as a result of outsourcing.
3.2.3 Driving Forces that Encourage Outsourcing
A force field analysis was done based on the field study data. Interviewees
identified driving and constraining forces that affect outsourcing. According to this
study, there are various drivers for outsourcing manufacturing (Figure 3.6 illustrates
the drivers that favor outsourcing). These are forces identified by participants as
having the most influence on the outsourcing decision and pushing for outsourcing of
manufacturing.
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Figure 3.6 - Outsourcing Drivers In The Computer Industry
(* multiple responses allowed, total does not add to 100%--bars not to scale)
.; .Reduce Cost
.. . Increase Cost / Volume Flexibility
.Focus on Core Competency
SNeed Capacity
-7% Buy Technology or Capability
. s ~Reduce Assets (Inventory, Capital, Investments)
Increase Responsiveness
Reduce Overhead
Reduce Headcount
Reduce Capital & Infrastructure
Access To Contract Manufacturer's Technology Development
Reduce Time To Market
Buy Resource Infrastructure
Knowledge Transfer From Contract Manufacturer
Gain Benchmarking Data
Increase Human Flexibility
Access To More Efficient & Standard Processes
Contract Manufacturer's Ability To Produce Quality Products
High Volume Products
Low-End Products
Demand & Volume Fluctuations
Time To Volume
Short Product Life-Cycles
Avoid A Big Internal Organization
Contract Manufacturer's Global Presence
Consolidation & Downsizing
Transfer Inventory Management To Contract Manufacturer
Change In Business Environment
The "In-Thing" To Do
3.2.4 Constraining Forces
This study reveals various constraints for outsourcing manufacturing. Figure 3.7
illustrates the forces that make outsourcing unfavorable. The risks and concerns
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presented are indicative of experiences of study participants and may be representative
of industry concerns regarding outsourcing.
Table 3.7 - Constraining Forces Discouraging Outsourcing In The
Computer Industry
(* multiple responses allowed, total does not add to 100%--bars not to scale)
Contract Manufacturer's Material Management Capabilities
Price Protection & Disclosure Requirements
High Overhead To Manage & Support The CM
Complex, High-End Products
SHidden Costs
Not The Same Understanding On Quality
Company & Organizational Politics
Giving Technology & Smarts Away
Losing Customer Focus
People's Resistance To Change
Forecasting Methods & Accuracy
Dependency
Loss Of Operational Control
Long-Term Impact to Design
------- ......
...
............
-- -----------
....... ....... ------
-- -------1-1. 1 0-11
------------------------
------- ýM
---- -  ---
..........
....... ......
...............
X. Xe%
Low Volume Products
Impact to R&D and Manufacturing Linkage
Proprietary Processes & Products
Core Technology Outside Your Control
Loss of Know How
Lose Purchasing Power Leverage
Lose Material Management Expertise
Inventory Visibility & Tracking
Lack of Visibility
Less Freedom Once Turnkey
Increase the Lead-Time & the Inventory By a Couple of Weeks
Drop Shipment Issues
New Product Introduction & Proto-Type Issues
Difficult to Build Internally and Externally At The Same Time
Contract Manufacturer's Attitude
Cost/Volume Flexibility Only Exists Within the Lead-Time
Contract Manufacturer Not Familiar With Complexity
Lack Of Processes
No Leverage With CM Across the Different Divisions
No Knowledge Transfer (Every time Re-Inventing the Wheel)
No Postmortem Study to Capture Learnings
Lack of Metrics to Evaluate Outsourcing Decisions
Lack of Consistent Decision Making Framework
Lack of Outsourcing Strategy
CM's Long-Term Strategy Does Not Support Our Long-Term Strategy
4X4~:W~.
x.:~c~'w~.
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4.0 STRUCTUAL ANALYSIS OF OUTSOURCING
In this chapter we discuss the forces that affect manufacturing outsourcing.
These forces are the important externalities and internalities that contribute to the
outsourcing structure and assure certain outcomes. Areas are identified, categorized
and analyzed, based on field study data.
An assessment of the structural factors that impact outsourcing has led to the
categorizing of key elements. Outsourcing is defined here as a function of four forces:
(1) inherent attributes of the industry, (2) outsourcing properties, (3) contract
manufacturers, and (4) computer companies that affect the outsourcing structure.
Attributes, causes, and consequences are examined. Based on the findings from the
outsourcing experiences of six computer companies, we formulate critical success
factors (CSFs) for successful outsourcing of manufacturing. These success factors are
then translated for the Systems Manufacturing & Distribution Operations group of the
Hewlett-Packard Company, and recommendations are made regarding future
outsourcing of manufacturing for the HP workstation group.
4.1 Structural Factors that Impact Outsourcing
Such a complex structure as outsourcing has many forces acting upon it, and
understanding these forces and leverage points will facilitate a successful experience.
In this study, five sources of significant impact to outsourcing are identified in Figure
4.1. These forces are: (1) industry trends, (2) outsourcing's inherent structure, (3)
computer companies, (4) contract manufacturers, and (5) the outsourcing methodology
or implementation approach, detailed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.1- Five Forces Influencing Outsourcing of
Manufacturing
Outsourcing Implementaion Approach
Outsourcing Structure Industry Trends
4.2 Computer Industry Trends
This section is divided into four subsections, as follows:
Outsourcmg I renas
Outsourcing to Asia/Pacific
Outsourcing Final Assembly
Fuiture Trends'
Outsourcing Trends: As the computer market evolves, customers looking for
a desktop solution are paying less for more, and the US computer industry is faced
with intense international competition and shrinking profits. The biggest issue is cost,
and this extreme pressure forces computer companies to focus on their core-
competency while differentiating themselves on cost, quality, delivery, and time to
market.
Outsourcing
Manufacturing
I C0
uutsourcmg 
• 
renas
Outsourcin
to 
Asia/Pacific
Outsourcing 
Final 
Assembly
Fuhlr• 
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As corporate downsizing continues to strain the resources of computer
companies, and time-to-market headaches intensify, companies become more willing to
outsource functions which have traditionally been kept in-house. Cost driving is an
indication for contract manufacturing, as well as a need for flexibility and the
shortening life cycle of products. A big part of this trend is emerging in concurrent
engineering, or Design For Manufacturability (DFM). Contract manufacturers find that
pressure from their customers to get the product to market while keeping R&D
expenses low presents an opportunity for them to add engineering value to what they
do. An increasing number of partnerships are emerging.
In order to compete effectively, some companies have developed strategies that
allow for low-cost production of specialty products and services. The trend is to move
from Build To Stock (BTS) to Build To Order (BTO) or Configure To Order, with
special attention to the critical push/pull interface. As more people use contract
manufacturers and at the same time broaden their useage, the question becomes how to
provide final assembly, system testing, and integration in support of the Build To
Order strategy.
Outsourcing to Asia/Pacific: In the past, outsourcing to Asia/Pacific has
meant taking production capabilities off-shore when products were of high volume
and low distinctiveness. Companies could take advantage of lower labor costs, and
certain offshore locations offered attractive financing programs for capital equipment as
well.
Today's analysis of the offshore option sees not only costs as crucial but also
flexibility, responsiveness and quality. Rapid market changes are influencing decisions
away from high volume, low cost and standard goods and services, and toward
customization. The present ever-changing environment demands that customers be
given exactly what they want.
However, it is difficult for companies to respond to customer needs when
manufacturing locations are remote. Forecasting and planning of highly customized
products are difficult. Factories must flexibly manage changes to schedules with short
lead-times. To increase responsiveness, transit time must be reduced. It may be more
beneficial to procure the raw materials from off-shore suppliers and assemble in the
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US. Although US assembly costs are higher, the required labor is available in minutes,
and freight and import duty costs are avoided.
For the most part outsourcing to the Asia/Pacific region has not been sought
after due to the unavailability of technology and capability, true cost involved, long
pipeline inventory, Engineering Change Order (ECO) complexity and cost, supply
chain complexity, and cultural differences. Many companies agree that there is a
cultural constraint that is regionally influenced. Most Asian CMs are set up for
standard, high-volume operations, and the concensus was that Asian CMs do not
understand flexibility, are rigid, and are unresponsive. These negative characteristics,
coupled with cultural obstacles and proximity issues, make outsourcing to the
Asia/Pacific region a non-optimal solution, although the low unit cost is an attractive
option. Advantages and disadvantages are summarized in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2 - Outsourcing Manufacturing To the Asia / Pacific
Region
Advantages Disadvantages
low labor cost distance
lower overall cost related to quality further away from company's
factors, such as rework & scrap(up to engineering base
50% cost advantage)
low cost plants lack of capabilities to handle complex
boards & products
availability of components that are lack of experience with high mix and
difficult to purchase low volume
access to local market ECO turn around time
experts at high volume commodities pipeline inventory
culture
language
time-zone differences
In the case of one company who investigated and decided against off-shore
strategy, the reasons were given that although this strategy offered the lowest
manufacturing cost, it was not the lowest total cost. They cited the many tangible and
intangible cost elements involved. In addition, although off-shore manufacturing offers
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low labor costs, about 80% of the cost is material cost, labor being only a small portion
of the total cost. Since there is very little labor involved, about 30-40 minutes a box, cost
differentiation is small. Another reason that the company decided to control the box
level assembly locally was the 60% domestic demand. According to their analysis, the
destination of the products drove the strategy.
On the other hand, companies who have outsourced to the region claim that the
strategy was appropriate for them because of the high regional material content and the
simplicity of the boards and/or the products. In these cases the company usually had a
captive division or group in the Asia/Pacific region that handled the regional contract
manufacturers. Some companies did extensive analysis, and chose the Asia/Pacific
region location for outsourcing activities. The analysis favored this region when the
bulk of the supply chain is here -- critical components are obtained from the region.
In the case of PCA boards there was strong agreement that contract
manufacturers in the region lack the capabilities to deal with the complex boards.
According to current assessment, although the simple boards may be outsourced to the
region, outsourcing the more complex boards to the Asia/Pacific region is not
recommended.
Final Assembly Outsourcing: There is a wide range of opinion regarding
final assembly outsourcing. Overall, companies agree that outsourcing final assembly
involves higher risk than other outsourcings. One extreme is "assembly is our core
competency and we want to touch the final product before it goes to the customer."
This preference is based on the assumption that the order fulfillment process will be
kept in-house when the final assembly is done internally. The company wants to
manage the customers, and believes it to be a competitive advantage to have final
assembly done internally. On the other hand, "final assembly is neither capital-
intensive nor labor-intensive." It is not difficult, especially if the products are not
complex. However, the risk lies with the notion that the industry is moving towards a
build to order (BTO) strategy in order to ensure timely delivery of exactly what the
customer wants. Final assembly outsourcing is in its infancy.
One company stated that Final Assembly & Test (FAST) is not their core-
competency, and they are moving toward outsourcing it as a consistent model although
it is presently done in-house. They conduct an ongoing evaluation of this model, using
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a team-devised method to analyze it. In an elaborate study with the manufacturing
staff, NPI manager, and external manufacturing strategy manager, this functional team
analyzed outsourcing FAST on a handful of cost elements and dimensions -- they
ultimately decided not to outsource FAST on a new product, because: (1) available
internal capacities, (2) deficiency of supplier base, and (3) narrow window of
opportunity to impact the time to market.
Future Trends The trend is toward a regional strategy to support the Build To
Order (BTO) direction. Everyone is targeting moving closer to the customer and to
deliver what the customer wants faster, better, and cheaper. However, in most cases
there exist significant IT limitations between the companies and the suppliers to
facilitate the BTO process. Some companies have consolidated final assembly plants to
one-per-region already. Some companies are expanding to the two-tier and retail
channels while others are moving away from the retail channel because they do not
know what they want. For example, Compaq is pushing PCs in the retail channel
where DELL is pulling back from the retail channel.
The companies covered in this study are all growing overall; in most cases,
however, manufacturing is shrinking while all other aspects are growing. Even the
company with an internally focused manufacturing strategy is open to investigating
external resource providers in the future. Outsourcing is on the rise in all areas, and
most companies are struggling with the basic question of whether they want to be
engaged in manufacturing. For those who have decided that they want to be in
engineering, marketing, and distribution, the challenge is how to implement from
design to end-product, without manufacturing. One workstation group claims that
they may see a day when they conduct no in-house manufacturing, even though they
are a manufacturing company. "Virtual manufacturing" at this company means
controlling only the engine of the product: the Central Processing Unit (CPU) and the
Operating System (OS).
4.3 Inherent Properties of Outsourcing
There are a few outsourcing attributes inherent to the outsourcing structure.
These structural factors are independant of product type and implementation strategy.
This section includes an assessment of the following topics:
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* Advantages and disadvantage of outsourcing
* Restructuring and outsourcing
* Reasons to pull work back from CM
* Optimal levels for outsourcing
Advantages and disadvantage of outsourcing: In this section we cover
short- and long-term disadvantages of the outsourcing process encountered or
anticipated after implementation, as well as the advantages inherent in outsourcing
manufacturing.
Disadvantages inherent to the outsourcing process, regardless of approach, are
ranked in order of importance in Figure 4.3. The number one problem is the lack of a
diverse industrial supply base. In addition, no one CM can do all functions:
manufacturing, logistics, and transportation.
Figure 4.3 - Outsourcing's Shortcomings
(* multiple responses allowed, total does not add to 100%-bars not to scale)
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The industry is moving toward full-service contract
appropriate technical infrastructure in place so that they
manufacturing with
can provide either
manufacturing infrastructure or technical solution, but this will take awhile. CM is in
its infancy in final assembly, testing, and systems integration. This, combined with the
company's loss of control especially in the new-product area, added complexity to the
operation, increased dependency on a third party to deliver a solution, material
management issues and loss of purchasing power, add up to a complex situation
sourrunded with problems.
To overcome these problems, CM and the company need a close relationship and
strategic partnership. The company can decide up front to search for a CM that fulfills
their needs without requiring further development of the CM, or can strike a strategic
alliance with a CM with the commitment to develop it. The lack of diverse suppliers
makes the first option unlikely.
Loss of Inventory Visibility & Tracking
Lack of Visibility
Lack of experience in New Product Introduction, Proto-Type, and effective iteration
Increased Lead-Time & Inventory By a Couple of Weeks
Difficult to Build Internally and Externally At The Same Time
Less Freedom Once Turnkey
Drop Shipment Issues
Cost/Volume Flexibility Only Exists Within the Lead-Time
Difficult in to move from one CM to another (switching cost)
Geographic separation
Spiral effect of outsourcing
Barriers to re-entry (bring it back in-house)
Components supplier confusion (who is the customer? CM or the company)
Company has responsibility without control
Loss of Know-How in the Technology you do away with
Difficulty in Differentiating the Product
Loss of Contact With Component Suppliers
Lack clear End Of Life Strategy
Difficulty in managing the consignment process
Increased Communication Complexity
Difficulty in handling ECOs
Time and Resources Required in developing CM
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Despite shortcomings, computer industry trends favor further outsourcing
manufacturing. For a balanced perspective, the benefits of outsourcing as seen by the
companies in this study are presented in Figure 4.4. These are positive forces inherent
in the outsourcing process. Depending on the implementation approach, the benefits of
each weighted differently. Overall, the benefits outweigh the ongoing shortcomings of
outsourcing manufacturing; however, the long-term impacts of having manufacturing
external to the firm remain unclear.
Figure 4.4 - Outsourcing Advantages
(* multiple responses allowed, total does not add to 100%-bars not to scale)
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The average outsourcing benefits realized by the company are as follows: (1)
cost savings of about 5%, (2) asset reductions of 20-30%, (3) cost/revenue ratio reduced
from 80% to 65%. Although benefits are substantial, one could argue that for products
with high material content (75-90%) that are on a 30% cost reduction curve, low labor
content, and fast technological changes, over time we are not making the same product;
and therefore we should not credit outsourcing with all the benefits.
Restructuring and Outsourcing: One of the most crucial side effects of
outsourcing is its impact on the job market and employees. Generally, restructuring
either drives or follows outsourcing. As a result, downsizing and outsourcing at
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companies are resulting in high-paying jobs being replaced by temporary jobs without
much advancement. Is outsourcing creating a second class of business professionals?
Are we creating specialized knowledge-workers or replaceable temp workers? The
answer lies with the CM and the company, their relationship, and their willingness to
create a well-trained, versatile workforce for the industry. Success has to do with the
commitment of the companies and the implementation approach chosen. Even the best
crafted strategy can lead to problems for a firm if the strategy is poorly executed. In
general, outsourcing coupled with restructuring can lead to confusion and disruption
of customer service. It is important that a firm sequence its outsourcing actions in a
timely manner so as not to disrupt customer relationships. Thus it can be seen that a
firm should move fast -- but not too fast.
Reasons to pull work back from CM: A few companies encountered
problems in outsourcing manufacturing. Figure 4.5 ranks the problems that caused
companies to bring their work back in-house.
Figure 4.5 - Reasons why Outsourced Work was pulled back in-
house
(* multiple responses allowed, total does not add to 100%-bars not to scale)
Quality
Engineering Change Turn-Around Time
Dependency on contract manufacturer
Operations Flexibility & Responsibility
Costs
Control
Politics
Pressure on contract manufacturer
One case under-forecasted its cost structure and therefore pulled work back in,
because when volume goes down, internal product cost goes up with less volume to
spread over the fixed cost. The company brought some work back in to share the cost,
but due to capacity constraints, they were unable to meet production and pushed work
back out. Bouncing back and forth was both costly and frustrating. This problem
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occurred due to lack of understanding of capacity, bottlenecks, and using erroneous
capacity metrics
In all cases, however, the consensus was that the experience had been positive
and that they would utilize and integrate the lessons learned, regroup, redirect, and
continue outsourcing. Most agreed that they would change their implementation
strategy for outsourcing to overcome the problems listed in Figure 4.5.
Optimal Level of Outsourcing: If the contract manufacturer has the same
capabilities the company has internally, then the company is buying capacity by
outsourcing. If the contract manufacturer has a capability or technology that the
company does not have internally, then by outsourcing the company is buying
technology or capability. Another reason to consider outsourcing is that it allows the
company to focus on its core competencies and to outsource non-strategic activities.
Under strong cost pressure, original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) tend to find the
most cost-effective suppliers for providing sub-assemblies or other activities, leaving
the OEMs free to focus on core competencies.
Specifically, as shown in Figure 4.6, the level of outsourcing depends on knowledge
and technology or capacity dependency criteria, and the core competency versus
complexity dimensions of the product. Different manufacturing and design strategies
are pursued depending on where in the matrix the OEM is operating. Design is "black
box," when the product is a commodity and the supplier does everything. "Gray Box"
design is when the company and the CM co-design the product and 'White Box" is
when the CM produces to company specifications. "Shadow Box" is when the company
shadows CM's design.
Figure 4.6 - Outsourcing Matrix
Knowledge-Dependent
I) Keep in-house
III) Conditional
outsource "shadow box"
Capacity Dependent
II) Outsource "white box"
or "gray box"
IV) Outsource "black box"
Core Competency
Product Complexity
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(I) Outsourcing activity, sub-assembly, and the product are of critical importance to a
firm's competitiveness; therefore, refrain from outsourcing. If keeping work in-house is
not an option, then consider licensing or joint venture.
(II) Outsourcing is feasible, but because the activity, the component, or the product is
integral to our overall product family, have the supplier build to detailed specifications,
a "white box" design. In some cases high-level specification would be sufficient, a
"gray box" design.
(III) If internal investment in gaining the knowledge is not feasible due to shortage of
time and resources, outsource but set up a special relationship with the supplier such
that their knowledge and learning can be leveraged. This "shadow box," where the
company shadows the supplier's knowledge, can be accomplished in several ways:
licensing of technology, legal partnership, or joint venture. An example is the
relationship of HP and Canon, where HP is dependent on Canon for its printer engines.
HP's value-added is the software added in and HP needs to understand and learn
about the desgin of the Canon engines.
IV) Outsourcing is recommended when the outsourced activity, component, or product
is a commodity whose price is market-driven.
In order to shed light on assessing the optimal level for outsourcing, key topics
based on the field study data are discussed in detail, as follows:
1. Consignment vs. Turnkey
2. New Product Introduction
3. Engineering Change Order (ECO) Process
4. End-of-life Responsibility
1) Consignment vs. Turnkey: Companies usually transition into working
with contract manufacturing first by hands on, tight monitoring, heavily involved
consignment. Once the confidence and process are in place at the CM, the move is then
to turnkey. Due to limitations on all dimensions, almost all companies do partial
consignment and retain control of critical and expensive parts in order to leverage from
their purchasing power and ensure supply.
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Most companies prefer extensive use of turnkey, but lack of material
management capabilities among contract manufacturers makes turnkey expensive and
risky. Most companies claim that they consign high dollar value and strategic parts,
and all others are turnkey. The exception is Dell, who uses consignment with all drop-
shipment deliveries.
Turnkey is favored, although risk is high. Companies stand to lose the leverage
from their purchasing power. Some have experienced problems with delivery of
internally manufactured parts to the CM. Contract manufacturers may be unable to
ensure supply availability and volume allocation.
Another key issue is that of mix versus volume. When the volume is low, the
overhead on turnkey material management is much higher, sometimes reaching 20%.
The price for protection when companies cannot share their supplier prices with the
CM is critical, and this can create a real burden on the company, especially its finance
community.
Consigned inventory is carried on the company's books and turnkey inventory
on the contract manufacturer's books, but there is an issue of inventory exposure.
Although turnkey inventory is not a part of company assets, the company is liable for
the inventory that it does not control or that is not on its books. There is a tradeoff in
cost and benefit of maintaining the inventory as consigned or turnkey that is worth
analyzing.
2) New product introduction (NPI) process: The majority of companies
believed the NPI process to be complex, and said that if the prototype is done at the CM
and the inventory is consigned through prototyping and by ramp, it is turnkey. In
most cases, however, the companies considered prototyping as strategic and to be kept
in-house. In a special case where design was outsourced, the time to market and
quality at ramp were cited to be better than with internal efforts.
3) ECO process: According to the participants of this study, the engineering
change order (ECO) process is unsophisticated, and appears to them to be out of
control. There are many issues with documentation and timely updates. Premature
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boards and products without stable design are not favorable to be manufactured
externally.
4) End of life (EOL) process: Companies report varying ways of dealing with
the end of life issues, and in some cases the situation is unclear. The following options
were mentioned: 1) CM is responsible for the EOL; 2) Company and CM are jointly
responsible for the EOL; and 3) A different internal organization is responsible for the
EOL.
4.4 Characteristics of Contract Manufacturers
The attributes of contract manufacturers vary, depending on how they started in
the business and can be categorized as: (1) PCA assembly manufacturers (the
majority); (2) components and sub-assembly manufacturers; (3) spin-off plant of a
computer company; and (4) original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), such as IBM
and DEC, who provide CM services to utilize over-capacity at their plants. In this
section, three topics are discussed in describing contract manufacturer's attributes:
* Strengthes and weaknesses of the CM
* Expectations of the firm
* Culture of the firm vis-a-vis culture of the CM
Strength and Weaknesses of the CM: Most contract manufacturers started
by providing printed circuit assembly boards (PCAs), and their expertise is therefore
specialized in mass production techniques. They have specialized in a technology
niche and are experts in getting the highest capacity utilization. PCA outsourcing has
been around for awhile, and has created a pool of suppliers with a wide range of
capabilities and offerings. Since there are a number of PCA contract manufacturers to
choose from, some companies are out shopping every quarter for a lower-cost supplier,
an attitude that results in an arms-length vendor relationship. Figure 4.7 shows the
strengths of contract manufacturers. As reflected in the Figure, contract manufacturers
have much to offer, and if computer companies can position themselves to overcome
the weaknesses then they can leverage powerfully. Because CM is still in its infancy, its
true benefits in cost and performance remain unclear.
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Figure 4.7 - Contract Manufacturer's Strength
(* multiple responses allowed, total does not add to 100%--bars not to scale)
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Also, most CMs operate with razor-thin margins of 3-5% and therefore are
staffed lean, with a temporary workforce of up to 50%. The low profit margins are the
main reason for tight resources and lack of a technical infrastructure.
However, established contract manufacturers are currently offering more value-
added services in hopes of inflating the razor-thin margins of their industry. Revenue
jumps are occurring in contract manufacturing as contractors become more vertically
integrated and customers turn the assembly of entire products over to the contractor.
The demand for this final-system build is increasing and will cause revenue jumps in
the contract manufacturing industry.
As CM moves to provide full services in final assembly, final system, and
turnkey, it needs to reposition itself within the industry. It must put in place standard
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processes and invest in support functions for mass customization. It must achieve the
same level of effectiveness and efficiency that it has achieved in PCA manufacturing
and assembly. A contract manufacturer must have test capabilities and some product
design capacity in order to be involved with a customer's engineering people. Figure
4.8 summarizes the shortcomings of contract manufacturers.
Figure 4.8 - Contract Manufacturer's Shortcomings
(* multiple responses allowed, total does not add to 100%-bars not to scale)
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However, to overcome these weaknesses, CM needs to be more proactive and to
invest in materials management capabilities, robust, documented processes, quality
control processes and quality management, and to provide a technical infrastructure to
be able to deal with its customers' future needs.
The key differentiator of the CM is its technical expertise and problem-solving
capabilities for their own problems, achieved without involving the company. The CM
must understand its own capabilities and products, and clearly know where they want
to be and what their technical road map is. A CM must show yearly cost and
productivity improvement, and must reflect commitment and sensitivity to its people.
Expectations of the Finnrm; Computer companies expect the CM to have a
quality system and the engineering support to run a world-class manufacturing
operation. Companies want the CM to have a well-run material management operation
so they are a full service, vertically-integrated manufacturing service. Companies want
CMs to be future value providers in terms of infrastructure, capacity, technology, and
resources.
However, with the exception of board manufacturing, most CMs are amateurs in
other areas, and computer companies must be willing to invest in and develop CMs.
The question is, if companies do invest in the CM, is there any ROI on this investment?
How does the company benefit from developing CM if this is only a vendor
relationship? How about the competition benefiting from this investment? Would the
benefit get back to the company? If so, how do they capture it and how do they reap
the benefits of this investment? Would developing the CM even be possible
considering time to market and time to volume, since developing a CM requires time
and resources?
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The level of investment in and development of appears to be a function of the
relationship between the company and CM. The closer the relationship, the higher the
mutual gain, and therefore the higher the indication to develop the CM.
The firm's culture versus the CM's culture: Different cultures frequently do
not fully understand each other. Most companies are not lean-and-mean, and in fact,
outsourcing is a catalyst to allow the company to downsize and restructure. They are
innovative and people-focused, and they expect the same from the CM. They do not
understand the CM's structure, and they expect an unrealistic service level,
commitment, and enthusiasm from the CM. Therefore, in all cases studied there was
considerable support overhead for the CM, where companies cannot identify average
cost-per-unit of their involvement in the CM.
However, the CM staffs economically and it is unsophisticated in terms of
system, knowledge, and support. Therefore, CM's cost-focus and structure do not
support and serve our level of complexity, technology, and design. They have good
engineering but they lack resources.
The company must take total ownership, from suppliers to customers, in terms
of quality management and worldwide integration. We must adopt and adjust our
standard of living to that of CM. Our particular culture gives us no edge in the new
supply chain.
4.5 Computer Company Attributes
Manufacturing is changing, and companies must learn to stay in touch with the best
practices and take advantage of lower costs. Traditional manufacturing has not been
working, and companies are challenged by a high cost structure and IT legacy systems
that are becoming a competitive disadvantage. Companies can change suppliers, but
they cannot change systems. Figure 4.9 shows the strengths of companies, and Figure
4.10 illustrates shortcomings in dealing with outsourcing.
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Figure 4.9 - Company's Strength in Outsourcing
(* multiple responses allowed, total does not add to 100%-bars not to scale)
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Figure 4.10 - Company's Shortcomings With Outsourcing
(* multiple responses allowed, total does not add to 100%--bars not to scale)
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Due to the important role that the firm plays in the outsourcing process, a
number of key areas that came up during the interviews and were extensively
discussed are covered in this section. The topics are as follows:
* Strategy
* Decision Making Process
-Were the perceived benefits realized?
-What metrics were used?
* Cost & Metrics
* Organization
-Communication
-Culture
* Postmortem Study
Strategy: Once a firm has defined its business strategy, the manufacturing
strategy then must fit in with it. There is a continuum from in-house manufacturing to
virtual manufacturing, with several steps between, and there is normally a progression
toward virtual manufacturing. The question is whether this progression is intended
and planned for, or whether it is incremental and emerging.
There is an emerging strategy to seek an organization to provide manufacturing
capability. Although outsourcing is becoming an integral part of operations, the
majority of companies originally had no outsourcing strategy, and outsourcing
decisions were therefore driven by such negative factors as politics, short-term
capacity, or capability shortages.
In the majority of cases studied here, outsourcing is a result of cost-cutting
measures, and progresses incrementally as the knowledge or capacity dependency on
suppliers increases over time -- resulting in a spiral. However, in 20% of cases there
was an intended outsourcing strategy. Even these companies, however, were lacking a
formal, comprehensive, and consistent framework for make/buy decision-making.
As the market and industry evolve it becomes crucial to constantly revisit the
strategy and analyze all options. Moving from one extreme to another is risky. A few
companies reflected the belief that all internal -- or all external -- is risky in terms of
cost and control of core technology. A mixed strategy was favored. There are a
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number of possible approaches to outsourcing, depending on the objectives and long-
term goals of the company.
There needs to be a technology strategy in place for dealing effectively with
proprietary technology and processes. What would the company get in return? How
would the investment be recovered? What to get in trade? In technology payback?
What are the implications if the company is no longer ahead of the marketplace in
terms of processes and technology? Are we retaining our competitive edge? In order
to deal with this sensitive situation, a company must have a clear framework in place
for deciding on internal technology investments versus obtaining technology through
others and finally, segmenting the processes into confidential and non-confidential.
Decision-making Process: "Outsourcing decisions are not always economical
or rational but most often they are political with no analysis before action," according to
one manager who was in charge of an outsourcing project. The decision to outsource
is a highly political, hot, and sensitive subject. In a majority of cases the formal,
consistent, analytical approach was bypassed. In general the decision process ranges
from no analysis, to crude cost data, to elaborate detailed four-month analysis that is
used as a precedent for other such decisions, to full supply chain analysis.
In 40% of cases analysis was done and a framework in place, but even with these
cases the framework was inconsistent across different groups in the company. In
addition, some companies who had found out through analysis that the expected cost
savings would not be realized, still proceeded with outsourcing plans because they
realized they needed to focus on their core competency.
Various methods or politics formed the decision-making process, as indicated
below:
* In company A, outsourcing was an effort to reduce cost -- "more madness than
method" according to the manager involved. Someone decided they needed to
reduce cost and outsourcing was the answer, without considering implications for
internal infrastructure or analysis as to whether it could be done effectively.
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* In company B, high-level managers pushed for reducing the level of investment and
increasing profits. Their viewpoint was, do not invest in manufacturing, and
eventually even move out of manufacturing.
* In company C, a change of direction to justify existence of this organization, so in
order to reduce cost, outsource.
* In company D, no financial analysis was involved in decision-making, but financial
analysis was done for follow-up decisions of consignment versus turnkey. These
favored consignment, with a saving of $1-million.
* In company E, a formal decision-making process to assess the make/buy decisions,
both quantitatively and qualitatively, was begun in the early design stages to decide
where to make the product.
* In company F, outsourcing was based on survival. Who can do it better and
cheaper, since manufacturing costs were too high and the company was forced to
reduce infrastructure. Little analysis was done.
* In company G there was no analysis for decision-making, but extensive financial
analysis was done to determine locations for outsourcing manufacturing.
Realizing lack of a framework, companies are now working on a formal
decision-making process that is both qualitative and quantitative, in order to assess
their outsourcing decision. Various options and decision criteria are available, such as:
deciding on a make/buy strategy in R&D product-by-product, based on core
competency (so simple and easy assemblies are sent out, and it was decided what to
keep inside), landed cost, ROA, level of required investment, and degree of risk-
sharing with CM.
Were the perceived benefits realized? Depending on what the initial
objectives were, the answers to this question varied. Only a few had done any analysis
to examine the results, and most believed that improvements in cost of goods sold,
ROA, and cost, are indications of benefits realized regardless of initial objective. Some
simply indicated that they were not profitable before, and now they are. Some were
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skeptical, claiming that outsourcing is actually costing them more, but that they do it
because they want to be free to invest time and resources in their core-competency
activities.
Among companies who assessed the outsourcing decision using formal analysis,
the results were sharply divided. A few showed that they are actually paying up to 5%
higher manufacturing costs than when work was done internally. Note that this
analysis was done for low-volume and high-mix products, and does not include hand-
shake or linkage costs. On the other hand, cost savings of up to 25% were realized with
high-volume, low-mix, and low-volume products.
What metrics were used? Most people included in the study mentioned a
number of metrics, but note that (as stated before) in only 40% of cases formal
assessment of benefits was done. The metrics mentioned are ROA, COGS, zero floor
space, zero internal manufacturing, reduced assets, reduced inventory, reduced
headcount, overhead allocation, and total landed cost.
Cost and Metrics: Although the computer industry is growing, the
environment and the market are changing rapidly as well. The market is highly
competitive, and profit margins are steadily shrinking. According to Figure 3.4, the
number-one driver for outsourcing is cost reduction. Most companies are hard pressed
to reduce cost of goods sold by reducing indirect overhead, infrastructure, and
manufacturing cost, to reduce overhead by reducing staff, and finally to improve ROA
by reducing the asset-base, inventory, and capital investments.
According to our study, if outsourced manufacturing is to provide capacity, the
overall unit manufacturing cost, which is unit cost plus linkage costs, is usually higher
than the internal manufacturing cost. This is business sizing where manpower,
management, and sales forecast fluctuate resulting in offload. This outsourcing is not a
part of company's integrated manufacturing strategy, but only a way to provide
operational flexibility. This strategy results in a premium paid for flexibility.
On the other hand, if outsourcing manufacturing is coupled with downsizing
and restructuring, and the company is striving for "partnering" to commit a portion of
manufacturing outside in terms of inventory and capital, the companies expect an
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overall cost savings. This is set up to absorb forecast spikes and down trends, and to
share risk with contract manufacturers.
Most groups agreed that in either case there are hidden cost elements and
linkage costs that are not captured in the cost models. A few strongly believed that
whatever the cost savings expectations are, in reality the savings will amount to at most
50% of what was expected. The hidden costs are due to managing outsourcing staff,
loss of the company's purchasing power, increased overhead to protect company prices
from CM (price protection), and missed shipments due to CM's inability to assure
supply.
Some companies claimed that there is a "cost myth" about outsourcing. They
stated that the linkage cost is not captured and that they cannot identify average per-
unit cost of internal support and involvement for the CM. Consequently
manufacturing cost is the only cost indicator that could be misleading. One reason it is
difficult to capture and quantify linkage cost is that cost accounting is internal
manufacturing- based. We use manufacturing overhead continuum adjustments, and
therefore it is a moving target.
An additional issue bought up is that external and internal costs may not be
comparable. Also, financial cost and total actual cost may not be comparable. In most
cases the short-term manufacturing cost is comparable to the company's cost, although
the assumption is that company's manufacturing cost is not competitive. This is the
"iceberg" theory: the iceberg above the water is the manufacturing cost that is
comparable or lower than the internal manufacturing cost, but a huge support cost that
is not captured is invisible under the water. The overall cost envelope is not reduced
because companies are paying a premium for engineering, prototype, and procurement
support. The cost doubles if you include these linkage costs. The bottom line is that, if
companies include only the manufacturing cost and exclude linkage costs, then cost
elements and cost savings are misleading.
A few companies devised different criteria for short- and long-term costs. Short-
term outsourcing costs may be higher than internal costs if outsourcing is coupled with
downsizing and restructuring. The plant closure or transfer to the CM, employee
relocation, and re-deployment are just a few added short-term cost drivers. On the
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other hand, long-term costs, which take into account the overall asset and investments
reductions, may be a more accurate indication of overall costs.
Two companies strongly supported outsourcing manufacturing, citing the issue
that they have converted all fixed costs to the variable cost, which provides them a
great cost/volume flexibility that they view as a competitive advantage.
Some agreed that printed circuit-board assemblies (PCAs) are cheaper when
done outside, but these companies were unsure about the comparative costs of final
assembly, design, and postponement. The field is new, and data are still insufficient.
Many stated that companies involved in outsourcing must understand that the short-
term cost savings may not be realized as expected, depending on company objectives
and implementation strategies. They agreed that outsourcing manufacturing is a long-
term investment, and they need to evaluate and plan for long-term gains.
Organization: The use of outsourcing to cope with demand spikes has a
somewhat longer history. The use of external manufacturing and utilizing CM is in its
infancy stages, and as a result it is impossible to assess the long-term impact of
outsourcing on technology development, innovation, product and process linkage,
DFM, manufacturing and R&D linkage, the customer interface, and core competency.
The argument is that most of what is outsourced is non-critical, non-core competency
activities. But what is not clear is the long-term impact on competency, and the losses
that will result from outsourcing.
Some companies have retained a think-tank for internal design, marketing, and
distribution, and anticipate no long-term negative impact as a result of outsourcing. A
few companies expressed concern that the negative impacts will be immense in the
long-term, and that what now seems an enabler strategy could hinder their future
success. These companies favored in-house manufacturing and final assembly, unless a
standard for the product and the process is already established.
Communication: The nature of communication has changed. As a result of
outsourcing it is more formal and has a higher market profile. The field of
communications has expanded in many directions; in many cases there are three or
four different and distinct entities involved in off-site production. Complexity of
communication has increased as well, due to number of parties involved. Some believe
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that the quality and quantity of communications have suffered because CM lacks tools
that companies have internally to provide visibility and timely updates, and therefore it
has now become essential to maintain a relationship with key groups in order to
maintain visibility.
Frequent face-to-face interaction was highly recommended in addition to daily,
weekly, and monthly updates. Quarterly upper-management meetings between the
company and the CM are also desirable. Some found communication frustrating, while
others thought the distance and the fact that the CM is a different company is helpful to
their communication.
Culture: One company claimed that "Moving to CM support requires a
paradigm shift, from a space where people hug trees and ultimately sabotage the
process, to a new paradigm where manufacturing does not have to be done next door,
but can be carried out where it adds more value to the company.
There are different reactions from various internal factions to the decision to
outsource. Manufacturing believes it adds value and sees outsourcing as losing
manufacturing capabilities, and it is concerned with Design For Manufacturability
(DFM). Finance is in favor of outsourcing if the bottom-line numbers look good.
Engineering and R&D are concerned about the added level of complexity to the supply
chain and the impact to DFM. These factions are more inclined to agree if they measure
the total landed cost, and the outsourcing scenario is the lowest cost alternative.
There are many cultural, people-centered issues involved. If the outsourcing
activity is coupled with downsizing and restructuring, it is usually perceived more
negatively than are cases that involve simply downsizing. Depending on the
company's characteristics, the CM's attributes, and how the implementation is executed,
different cultural and people issues are raised. The specifics of these issues are covered
in later chapters.
Postmortem Study: A postmortem study is defined as a reflection tool with
which to review, analyze, and document the strategy formulation, decision-making
process, implementation, and the outcome, and to facilitate reflecting and learning from
outsourcing experiences. In general, no postmortem study was conducted to assess the
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impact of outsourcing to the company's core competencies, nor to investigate whether
the expected benefits were realized -- with the exception of two cases. In these cases
the outsourcing activity and utilizing contract manufacturer were considered success
stories, and the study basically documents the success story. Lack of postmortem
studies makes it difficult accurately to determine the contributions of outsourcing to the
business as well as its obstacles. Lack of postmortem study also limits the knowledge
transfer across various groups within the company. Therefore the capacity to learn
from each other, without repeating the process, is hindered. Learning, from the various
approaches, is not documented within the companies studied, nor in the industry as a
whole.
4.6 Outsourcing Implementation -- Methodology
There are several possible methods for implementing oursourcing, and selection
should depend on purpose, capacity, and technology, as well as on the firm's overall
strategy. Implementation is the key to successful manufacturing outsourcing. Various
approaches will be detailed in Chapter 5, in order to provide insight into causes,
constraints, and consequences of certain structures, and the resulting outcome.
Leverage points differ according to the approach chosen (see Figure 4.11, below).
Figure 4.11, column three, indicates average satisfaction level, based on assessment of
the outsourcing process. The nomenclature used to indicated better-than-expected
results, expected, and less-than-expected results are: plus, equal, negative.
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Figure 4.11- Matrix of Implementation Scenarios & Leverage
Points
Implementation Scenario Consequences Success
SI Rating
keep manufacturing in-house - requires high level of internal =
investments
- cost / volume flexibility exposure
+ total business control
+ protection of proprietary
process/technology
outsourcing boards (different - arms length relationship in most cases
methods)--for simple boards and for - create tension in the relationship
spike capacity - build externally for capacity spikes
- issues with building internally &
externally
Logistics CM to perform - lack of ability in support and process -
manufacturing improvements
on site with CM- co-locate - complexity of transition as well as the -
partnership was more significant than any
had imagined.
- created "class" problem among
+ efforts likely to pay off for years to come
CM to take over people and plant - CM policies & processes changed -
but not processes(existing CM people's behavior who moved to the CM
expanding)
CM to take over people and plant + change CM for the better and facilitate +
and license the process(existing CM knowledge transfer
expanding)
CM to take over people and maybe + product is extremely volatile to supply & +
processes (spin-off -new area) demand. Forecast and demand are
externally dynamic. They know our
business and how to manage to ensure
maximum flexibility to accommodate our
fluctuating demand
FAST (design, Virtual MFG) + leverage off partners +
- capacity or knowledge dependency
The choice of approach, combined with other forces, constitutes the outsourcing
structure. Independent of the type of product, outsourcing approach, or CM and
company offerings, three leverage points can determine the outcome of the
relationship. These are, first, the type of relationship in place between the CM and the
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company; second, the use of IT as an enabler in the outsourcing process; and third, the
commitment to people.
Supplier Linkage Management: Regardless of the implementation method
used, most companies described their relationship with the CM as either a vendor
relationship or a strategic alliance. Specifically, those with successful outsourcing
experiences described their relationship as a "partnership mentality." However, as
CMs broaden their capabilities to include purchasing, testing, software design, final
assembly, and distribution, contract manufacturers are becoming critical members of
the product development teams at every level of the computer industry. All companies
in the study agreed that to succeed in outsourcing or in becoming a virtual
manufacturing company, they need to strive for partnership, maybe not in a legal sense
but in terms of having common goals and objectives. Because the supplier relationship
has such importance to the success of manufacturing outsourcing, several topics are
detailed in this section:
1) Type of Relationship
2) Single Source versus Multiple Source
3) Linkage Costs
4) Support for CM
5) Involvement with Process Improvement Activities
6) Audit Process
1) Type of Relationship: There are different relationships in place between
the company and the contract manufacturer, depending on many factors. Overall, the
implantation strategy was a big factor in the way the the relationship was formed.
Depending on type of knowledge, capability required, number of available suppliers,
and type of contract in place, differential or efficiency benefits are realized by the firm.
The relationship with the contract manufacturer is summarized in the matrix below:
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Figure 4.12 - Relationship Matrix
Role of Contracts
Minimize Maximize
Risk Opportunities
Differential
Benefits
Efficiency
Benefits
Low/Commodity High / Unique
Knowledge / Capability
Each type of relationship offers unique benefits and presents a unique set of
associated costs to be managed. If the firm has buying capacity, then the relationship is
either "a vendor or arms-length relationship", providing economies of scale or
performance contract relationships, and thus providing economies of scope. Selection
is made depending on the type of technology or expertise involved and the degree of
risk-averseness of the firm. There are a number of alternative suppliers available,
therefore the field is price-sensitive. The benefit realized is the efficiency that the
supplier provides in terms of economies of scale or scope.
The components, products, and activities involved in vendor relationships are
usually considered commodities at market price provided by a number of sources.
Buyers are responsible for the relationship, and risk is minimized through acceptance
testing.
Although the companies pursuing this relationship believe that tension, created
by using multiple suppliers, is necessary to the relationship, it is still valuable to ensure
that goals are not mutually exclusive, and to strive for strategic relationships for the
long-term. Computer companies buying power from vendors is an example of a
vendor relationship.
Companies in this study who established this kind of relationship for
outsourcing manufacturing or non-commodity products suffered inefficiencies caused
Strategic Alliance Strategic Partnerships
(Few Options) (Few Options)
Vendor Relationships Specialized Relationships
(Many Options) (Many Options)
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by managing multiple sources. The drawback is that there are no joint gains -- each
firm is trying to maximize its own profit.
"Performance contract" relationships are relationships wherein the service level
of the contract manufacturer is the industry benchmark. Here risk management is
accomplished through review and penalties, the project sponsor is responsible for the
relationship, and complex knowledge or technology is provided by a number of
suppliers. Although there are several suppliers available, the relationship once
established is a dedicated relationship. Outsourcing more complex PCA assemblies is
an example of this kind of relationship.
If the firm is buying knowledge and technology, then the relationship is either a
strategic alliance that provides mutual dependency and is a non-legal partnership, or a
strategic partnership relationship that provides joint gains.
A "strategic alliance" or non-legal partnership is an alliance wherin the
performance referent is the best practice benchmarking, and risk is managed through
continuous improvement. A dedicated relationship manager is responsible for the
relationship. The Canon-HP relationship is an example of this kind of alliance, where
Canon provides the critical print head engines for laser jets.
A second example of strategic alliance can be seen where the CM took over the
plant and the people, or is co-locating with the company. The relationship is then more
of a "non-legal partnership" and a we-are-in-it-together attitude, especially because the
CM personnel are now known to the company. One company stated that they consider
their outsourcing activity successful when the CM who took over the plant reports a
profit. They believe that they must partner with the CM in order for outsourcing
manufacturing to work. However, the drawback is that they could be partners in the
good times and the bad times, and it is difficult to expand the CM base. The question
remains as to what happens when the companies disagree over who pays for quality
problems.
A "strategic partnership" is a partnership in which the company and CM have
common goals and intend to work together closely for the long-term. In such a
relationship there is a good communication link in place, there is a linkage between the
two companies' technical communities, and the companies have established a
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relationship to overcome problems. If the company is developing a CM who has
expanded in a new area, then the relationship is more of a "mentor" relationship. There
is a drawback, however -- this is an opportunistic relationship that is based mainly on
people relationships. Senior management of both companies are jointly responsible for
the relationship. There is a partnership agreement in place, along with joint technology
or product development, and mutual gains are expected.
Risk management is achieved through experiments and learning to maximize
opportunities. The benefits are joint gains in knowledge and learning. The drawback,
however, is the virtual impossibility to move to another vendor. At the end the
question arises as to who has the bargaining power, because there is excessive
dependency on both capacity and knowledge dimensions. I encountered only one
example of such a relationship, a Sun Mircosystmes relationship with a spin-off plant
that now is a major contract manufacturer for Sun.
Many groups cited that they have a vendor relationship with the CM because the
two companies are striving for their own profit goals and each company is out for itself.
Even though they work closely together, they are always negotiating. A few groups
added that they are in favor of creating competition even for internal suppliers, and
that they are not believers in a perfect partnership theory. Many of the board shops
who outsource considered their relationship arms-length, although striving for
increased alliance and partnering. The reason for this may be that the higher volume
PCA assembly is more cost-sensitive, and there are more capable CMs to choose from.
A few groups observed that they have a strategic alliance relationship by default, with
the contract manufacturers. A few said that they are locked into CM but they are
looking for alternatives. They added that the CM is locked into them, but they are also
looking for additional customers, so theirs is experienced as an opportunistic
relationship. They do no joint strategic planning.
Most stated that there is no partnership because of the connotations of the term,
and others avoided the term 'partnership' because it conjures up mutual liabilities. A
couple of groups, however, stated that they consider their relationship to be a
partnership because they hold common, established goals and objectives. The reason
for this is that the more that is outsourced, the greater the risk of having things go
wrong; and a strong relationship and infrastructure in place minimizes risk. They
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believed that to establish such a relationship requires sharing information, pricing,
technology, and processes, whether or not a legal partnership agreement is in place.
Others, however, stated that upper management agreement, frequent meetings, and
legal partnership agreements were essential. This group contended that partnership
should be taken seriously, and that it requires the dedication of senior management
from one company to anther.
Generally, although most relationships are described as vendor relationships, or
at best strategic alliancees, for two groups who considered their relationship as a non-
legal partnership, they believed that they should strive for a partnership relationship
even if the partnership is not in legal terms. In addition, although the value of the
relationship and its impact on the success of outsourcing manufacturing was clear for
everyone, no one had considered a strategy to achieve this partnership.
Companies are moving from capacity-dependency on suppliers to knowledge-
dependency; this shift requires taking into account that the forces explained in Chapter
4 play an important role in successful implementation of outsourcing activities,
compeonts, and products. Depending on where the firm stands on the design-
dependency matrix, it requires a different relationship in place.
More and more companies are recognizing that a sound contractor-customer
relationship is critical to the success of the outsourcing process. The majority believe
that the relationship is moving from one of supplier-customer to one of strategic
partnership. Companies who use contract manufacturers effectively will find
substantial benefit in terms of cost, avoidance of major capital investment, and
improvement in overall efficiency. This new kind of relationship, the strategic
partnership, requires streamlined communication between the two parties, bolstered by
trust and long-term commitment. In addition, the firm needs to obtain expertise in
managing a portfolio of relationship, depending on the matrix discussed above.
2) Single Sourcing versus Multiple Sourcing: This option is dependent on
the relationship in place, but the general feeling expressed by the companies studied
was that multiple sourcing is inefficient due to its required overhead. Most companies
favor having a narrow supply base, although single sourcing is risky and does not
ensure competitive pricing. One company cited that they formerly were single sourced
so that they could exert the same pressure on the CM that they did on their own
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internal manufacturing operations. This company has now moved to multiple contract
manufacturers - but not on the single product. They believe that having multiple
contract manufacturers has made them more efficient and more effective in terms of
processes and documentation.
Multiple sourcing requires an increase in resources and infrastructure. But
companies who were not in "partnership" relationships (legal or in spirit) were moving
toward using a few contract manufacture to manufacture various products. Their
reasoning was to create a free market enterprise to obtain the best outcome for the
company, and thus to reduce risk. A few companies are in the process of setting up a
preferred and contendor list of contract manufacturers to constantly challenge the
preferred supplier. According to another company, 90% of their business was formerly
with one CM, whereas they have now three. These CMs are far kinder than before,
since there is tension in the business -- not a done deal with a big company. However,
using three CMs lowers the firm's investment in terms of long-term relationship.
Certain commodities are generally single-sourced, but for manufacturing and
final assembly, all agreed that having a few contract manufacturers to produce
different products is the preferred method to ensuring best quality, cost, and
responsiveness from the CM. A few companies express concern that they are too
dependent on their current contract manufacturer, and they are seeking alternatives.
3) Linkage costs: According to the companies studied, linkage costs are
various internal functional support activities required for the CM to deliver quality
products on time. Most companies believe that the support in terms of engineering,
prototype, and procurement is not captured and quantified. They cite this as a source
of contention among outsourcing supporters and skeptics, since cost is a major issue,
but current financial models and metrics fail to capture and quantify the real cost of
outsourcing in short- and long-term horizons.
4) Support for CM: Most companies believe the necessary amount of internal
support to be much greater than initially anticipated. This may be because the firm
expects the same service level as before, but CM resources are razor-thin. Most groups
could not define and quantify the amount of resources used, particularly when there
was no dedicated team in place meaning that process and product engineers from
various groups supported the CM as necessary.
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5) Involvement in Process Improvement Activities: Most companies were
heavily involved in setting up the process for contract manufacturers, and even in the
production line, if the companies were not buying the CM's technology or capabilities.
Most saw the CM as responsible for its process improvement, but in cases where the
CM was expanding to a new area and was not the expert, the CM looked to the firm for
direction, which the companies found frustrating. Most process improvements must be
approved by the company. Four of the companies in this focus group had experienced
major quality problems when this policy was bypassed.
6) Audit process: All companies studied conduct official quarterly audits of
the contract manufacturers in addition to routine monthly quality reports. All the
contract manufacturers are ISO9000 certified, and any process change must be
approved by the companies. In four cases, companies suffered major quality problems
as a result of change of equipment, test procedure, or process.
There are no special audit processes regarding proprietary technology, and it is
protected solely by means of contract agreement. In cases where the company shared
proprietary technology with the CM, there was concern about giving away technology
that could have a "spill over" effect and be used for the competitors' products.
However, a few companies believed that the same was true for the competitors, and
therefore the gain was mutual.
Role of Information Technology: The information in the matrix below
demonstrates the link between type of relationship, information shared, and
information technology enablers.
Figure 4.13 - Relationship Type & IT Matrix
RELATIONSHIP: Strategic Alliance RELATIONSHIP: Strategic Partnerships
INFO: Process Metrics INFO: Proprietary Knowledge
IT: Groupware IT: New product & Process Support
RELATIONSHIP: Vendor Relationship RELATIONSHIP: Performance Contracts
INFO: Marke Info. (price, trends) INFO: Outcome Metrics
IT: Order-Entry; EDI IT: Management Support Tools
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However, no correlation was found in the present study among the level of
outsourcing, level of information technology use, and linkage. As outsourcing
manufacturing and final assembly becomes an integral part of the computer company's
strategy, IT will be a critical leverage for competitive advantage. IT provides this
advantage by allowing companies to deliver solutions to their customers better, faster,
and cheaper. A company's order fulfillment process across all internal and external
linkages, and the contract manufacturer's Shop Floor Control System for overcoming
visibility and control issues, are both critical to the overall success of the outsourcing
process.
A key factor in managing a diverse supply chain, from "sand to solution," is a
transparent order fulfillment process to provide timely, accurate visibility for the order
management, operations, quality, and inventory. This factor becomes even more
crucial with the move toward BTO strategy.
The participants in the study group were asked about: (1) level of IT usage and
EDI; (2) company investment versus CM for IT link; and (3) future IT plans to support
CM activities. The IT role was determined from the answers to these interview
questions. As stated above, in most cases the strategy is emerging and the
implementation follows quickly. Because in most cases the outsourcing activity is
undertaken to reduce overall cost, then further investment required for the IT link is
not judged as attractive.
There is a spectrum of IT linkage and usage, between the companies and
contract manufacturers. As shown in Figure 4.13, it ranges from no IT link and
substituting formal monthly and weekly reports, shuttling information back and forth,
and using fax and phone heavily - to shared systems in cases of spin-off companies.
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Figure 4.14- IT & Knowledge-Dependency Relation
Level of
IT
Linkage
Low High
Level of Knowledge-Dependency
Most companies had no IT linkage, and few had future plans to investigate any
form of IT linkage or EDI interface. Most used interface as E-Mail, although two
companies reported using EDI interface for order placement, purchase orders, and
forecasting data.
Special cases existed. In one case the CM was a spin-off of the company, so they
inherited the Shop Floor Control System and some other systems and the company was
able to access their part-numbers by serial-number. In another case the system and
process were licensed to the CM, and the firm's design files were electronically accessed
by CM. In this case the CM used their own business systems. Another special case is
one in which the logistic CM took over for some postponement type manufacturing,
and an effort was made to integrate the IT systems. According to the company, the IT
side was a tornado! The integration effort of applying an archaic manufacturing
system to the distribution system was abandoned after more than one-hundred people
were hired to keep the project afloat. The project was canceled since it proved not to be
feasible.
Companies with old systems in place report that old legacy systems are driving
them to do things rather than supporting what they need to accomplish. Companies
are disinclined to invest in IT linkages, however, because of their existing legacy
systems
-- - -
CNo1T LD11nk
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On the other hand, IT investment by a CM is not viewed as favorable due to
their low margins. The question then becomes, who does the investing. The current
lack of interest in pursing IT linkages stems from the fact that no industry standard
exists, the company's IT legacy systems are in place, and new systems require
investment. Some companies have future plans to move towards some type of EDI
linkage, but most were constrained by their existing in-place systems and had no future
plans.
This study found no correlation between the level of outsourcing and the level of
IT linkage and usage. For all intents and purposes the company viewed as the virtual
manufacturing model used no IT link at all and had no plans for future IT linkage or
expansion.
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5.0 OUTSOURCING IMPLEMENTATION DYNAMICS
The causes, consequences, and constraints of outsourcing are analyzed in this
chapter. Outsourcing drivers have been listed in Figure 3.4, and in section 5.2
outsourcing constraints are discussed from the perspective of the participants. This is
followed by implementation issues that capture the essential problems presented in
section 5.3. Section 5.4, explains the causal loop analysis for each implementation
scenario covered. Finally, section 5.5 covers general outsourcing themes as captured in
causal loop diagrams.
The matrix of implementation scenarios and companies in Figure 5.1, below,
shows a map of implementation scenarios for the groups and companies studied.
Implementation scenarios and their relation to the level of outsourcing is summarized
in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.1 - Matrix of Scenario & Companies
Implementation Scenario # of Groups in the study
outsourcing boards (different methods)--for simple 9
boards and for spike capacity
CM to take over people and plant but not 3
processes(existing CM expanding)
CM to take over people and maybe processes 4
(spin-off --new area)
Logistics CM to perform manufacturing 1
FAST (design, Virtual MFG) 6
On site with CM (co-locate) 3
CM to take over people and plant and license the 1
process(existing CM expanding)
In-house manufacturing 2
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Figure 5.2 - Outsourcing Implementation Scenario In The
Computer Industy
Outsourcing
Level
lant,
Timing of Steps to Virtual Manufacturing
As can be seen from the table above, two of the computer companies focus on in-
house. Although these companies utilized a number of suppliers in outsourcing sub-
assemblies, they refrained from outsourcing final assembly or complex board
manufacturing. Compaq Computer Company is doing some Printed Circuit Assembly
(PCA) boards outsourcing; however, the company's long-term strategy has been to keep
manufacturing and final assembly in-house in order to hold its competitive advantage
and to become a leader in technology. Aggressively pursuing this strategy, Compaq
has lowered its manufacturing overhead cost, from $350 to $100. Manufacturing at
Compaq costs less than does outsourcing, and so long as internal capacity is available,
in-house manufacturing will continue. However, Compaq has asked its suppliers to
provide warehouses full of inventory close to Compaq sites. Compaq's strategy is
evolving and future outsourcing is a possiblility.
Compaq is pursuing retail channels, and may be selling through Walmart.
Compaq also pursues an information technology infrastructure that would provide the
company with a global network. The company sees this investment as yielding
competitive advantage and enabling them to provide built-to-order and customized
features.
On the other hand, Dell Computer Company's strategy as a technology follower
is to be a final assembly shop and provide services directly to the customer. From
Virtual Mfg
Spin Off to a New CM
CM to take over people, p
& processes
CM to take over people, plant
Co-locate with CM
Logistic CM to Perform Mfg
Capacity Provider
In-house Mfg
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Dell's perspective, final assembly is the company's value-added, and it is not a capital-
intensive operation. Dell buys all the components and assembles the products, and it
uses a 100% drop ship consignment policy to leverage its purchasing power. However,
this consignment strategy is currently being reevaluated. Dell recently abandoned the
strategy of penetrating the retail market due to lack of understanding of configurations
in the channel. The company now pursues an extensive reengineering of its IT
infrastructure to provide visibility to operations and company data on a timely basis.
5.1 Issues for Implementation of Outsourcing
Problems encountered during the implementation of outsourcing manufacturing
are discussed here. The histogram of Figure 5.3 presents the issues in the order of
priority. Some of these issues are discussed in detail in the sections below.
Figure 5.3 - Outsourcing Implementation Issues
(* multiple responses allowed, total does not add to 100%--bars not to scale)
........... .Information Systems Constraints
------ ------- :.•.Standard Processes Expectation
K, SK Complexity of Transition
Difficulty in Knowledge Transfer to the CM
flPeople's Resistance to Change
Lose Key People
5.2 Causal Loop Diagrams: Implementation Dynamics
In order to capture the essence of the each implementation approach, each
scenario is captured in detailed in the following sections:
Outsourcing Profile: This section provides a brief description of outsourcing activities.
Business Dimensions: This section provides a summary of the generalized product
attributes for the firms involved in this type of outsourcing based on the interview data.
Appropriate dimensions are highlighted for each scenario.
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Metrics: Impact of outsourcing on key business metrics are highlighted here.
Story Line: Key dynamics are documented according to interview data.
Causal Loop Diagram (CLD): These diagrams are built based on general themes of
story lines of interview data.
5.2.1 Outsourcing Printed Circuit Assembly (PCA) Boards:
Business Profile: Almost every firm studied was outsourcing some PCA assembly.
PCA outsourcing ranges from simple boards to sophisticated workstation and network
boards, therefore they cover the matrix below. Because of similarities of experience, all
PCA outsourcing activities are summarized here regardless of product complexity.
Various groups shared their experiences regarding supplier management, describing
why they pulled work back in, why they switched CM, problems with building a board
internally and externally, and impact on their capabilities.
Most companies were successful with high-volume, low-end boards, but they reported
less successful experiences with the complex boards. According to a number of groups,
complex boards are not recommended for Asia/Pacific outsourcing.
Business Dimensions: Shaded area indicates applicable choices for this scenario.
(Data based on ten interviews)
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moving company's flex
workforce to CM
customer linkage
proximity to CM
success factor
orientation
degree of outsourcing
CM sends directly
to the customer
extensive (virtual
manufacturing)
CM sends to the dist.
center I
Metrics: Shaded area emphasizes key variables for this scenario.
Key Variables (Business Dimensions) Impact of outsourcing
cost 1 (we pay a premium for flexibility)
cost / volume flexibility "
capital equipment expenditure / capital 4
investment cost / infrastructure cost / physical - overall cost including the investment of
assets physical asset is lower
Customer Satisfaction /IDelivery Perf (OTD) = for final customer
(OTD from CM to us is not satisfactory)
Time to Market ..ti ....d #
Time (total supply chain cycle time)
Operations flexibility / control 4
Responsiveness
- suppliers are very reactive
Inventory levels (RM, FGI, Pipeline) =
- we carry no FGI, no pipeline, minimum RM
&WIP
- High demand so we have no FGI inventory
- Localized CM rule reduces the in-transit
INV
Stories of Implementation Issues:
"Unhealthy Competition": According to one high-level manager interviewed,
"When the boards are made internally and externally, they are in competition for
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externally and internally provided components. The created competition is counter-
productive. We had subcontractor buyers and our own buyers who were in
competition on who gets the material and the supplier was confused! Building
boards internally and externally with components to be provided by us, we have
added about four weeks to the overall lead-time."
* "Giving Away Technology": On one hand CM has a lot of technology that we do
not want to or we cannot invest in because it requires a lot of capital expenditure for
a short life-cycle technology. On the other hand we have a lot of proprietary
processes that we have to give away. Then we become less competitive or we just
focus on our core-competency, but we have lost our learning leverage from the
process." According to one manufacturing manager, "Subcontracting not always the
optimum since we have to give away technology that takes a long time to develop
and therefore, we are not retaining our competitive advantage." However,
according to another product manager, "If you do not give, then you do not take.
As we audit various vendors, we gather the collective knowledge and funnel it back
to the company."
* "Mismatched Quality Perspectives": According to one manufacturing manager,
"We receive the boards so we test and screen before sending them out. They
wanted to improve the set up and did not seek our approval-a huge screw up-bad
boards got to the final assembly. They changed equipment and it caused us a lot of
problems. ECOs and deliveries are huge problems." Another supplier manager
claimed, "CM is used to high volume, use 100 boards to tweak quality to the "n"
degrees and we are low volume only 30 a month-their process of solving the quality
problems does not support us!--"mismatch" train them to understand our needs--
change : instead of tweaking the quality have it in the process."
* "Misaligned Metrics": One product manager complained that "Internal shop does
not understand the capacity, prototype order diminishes the capacity. We are using
wrong metrics since it does not capture the impact of this interruption on the
capacity utilization. In our case, resource and capacity shortages drive outsourcing.
Then under-forecasting affects our cost structure and therefore pulls work back in.
This phenomenon occurs because when volume goes down, internal product cost
goes up with less volume to spread fixed cost over, and we bring work back in.
Then we become capacity constrained again and we are unable to meet our
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production and then we push work back out. Bouncing work back and forth is very
disruptive and costly but we do it due to lack of understanding of the capacity and
its bottleneck, and using wrong metrics." She continued, "The issue is to use new
metrics. We need to understand a new way to do business and if we need to use
CM--decide what board, product, how to keep in or out to see the affect of
outsourcing."
"Relationship Dilemma": According to one materials manager, "CM thinks of
CM and company thinks of itself. We are not the same company; we both have
profit objectives and we need to protect ourselves. We do not want to be exposed
and dependent on one CM. If there is no tension then the CM is not as responsive
and competitive. But with the preferred and contender theory we have to invest in
multiple relationships and it is not possible to attain the alliance or partnership
relationship. Organized process to assess contenders quarterly but difficult to do
and time consuming! We cannot afford the overhead. Also, how many times can
you ask for a quote and not actually change. After awhile they won't respond." A
manager supporting the view of multiple suppliers stated, "working with multiple
vendors creates a free market enterprise, CM becomes more competitive, more
responsive, and there is more leverage."
5.2.2 Logistics CM to perform manufacturing
In this scenario, the company with simple light assembly and manufacturing is looking
to reduce costs, therefore, is outsourcing to a non-manufacturing logistics company for
cost savings.
Business Profile: According to one business manager, "Various light manufacturing
services such as postponement, kiting, and localization, as well as logistics services, are
outsourced. The main driver is cost reduction, and without a strong assessment the
solution sought is outsourcing. A logistics company is selected to provide the
manufacturing and logistics services."
This manager also mentioned that "We experienced a lot of difficulties in terms of CM's
capabilities and we had to change contract manufacturers. We do not recommend
using logistics companies for manufacturing and postponement of products; this is not
their strong suit. However, we will continue with outsourcing. The plan is to integrate
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lessons learned, regroup, and redirect. We are changing our strategy about how to do
outsourcing."
Business Dimensions: Shaded area indicates applicable choices for this scenario.
(Data based on three interviews)
Dimension
product
life cycle
design
volume
product mix
technology
process
downsizing
degree of restructuring
moving OEM excess
people to CM
moving OEM's flex
workforce to CM
customer linkage
proximity to CM
success factor
orientation
degree of outsourcing
Outsourcine Spectrum
long (15 years) .. I . .
a few ECOs
L.... medium
medium
medium
non-proprietary
~~ fli some
nsome
some
some
company sends to CM sends to the dist.
customer directly center
different time zone 01: i-...
product-orientation process-orientation
none / low some
complex / customized
short ( 6 months)
unstable
low
high
high / complex
proprietary
major
major
CM to take over plant
CM to take over
the flex workforce
:• . ... . .... i-.... .  :.:... '.thei castX•ern 0 % X I.::::%..
--------ie-t---o N , X
e--------- (_v.......
m.. ......... .
Outsourcina Spectrum
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Metrics: Shaded area emphasizes key variables for this scenario.
Key Variables (Business Dimensions) Impact of outsourcing
cost f (we pay a premium for flexibility)
cost / volume flexibility f
capital equipment expenditure /capital 41
investment cost / infrastructure cost/physical - overall cost including the investment of
assets physical asset is lower
Inventory levels (RM, FGI, Pipeline)
ROA
Customer Satisfaction /IDelivery Perf (OTD) = for final customer * 1
Time to Market = *1
Quality = for final customer * 1
Time (total supply chain cycle time) = *1
Responsiveness (external)
Operations flexibility / control (internal) 1MNUM EO.
... ... .. ... ... .
...... .. 
.
Internal cross-functional support
Business control
* 1- In order to keep the same OTD & service level, the company had to have its people to get
involved heavily to guide the CM.
Stories of Implementation Issues:
"Company Support For CM": According to one group, "Because of cost pressure
we turned to outsourcing. Since the manufacturing dollars were smaller and the
logistics dollars were huge, we decided to go with a logistics company who was
interested in doing light manufacturing. We did outsourcing to reduce cost but our
overhead cost did not go down. We ended up with duplicate lines, duplicate
people! Since the CM lacked manufacturing expertise, they could not run the
business and we had to educate them. They used our inventory and production
control system."
* "IT Investment"; One program manager stated that "Our IT systems were not
compatible and it was not feasible to integrate them because of our legacy systems.
CM's lack of processes, TQM, process control, and measurement system were
worsened by huge variation in the workforce. They were not inherently process-
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oriented. Because of this we had to manage them very closely and we had to retain
the same management to manage managing at the CM! It was very frustrating to
manage someone else to manage the business for you! We had to develop them for
one year but we did not know how to teach them what we knew implicitly. Both of
us were learning and therefore learning curve benefits have not been realized."
5.2.3 On-site with CM (co-locate with the company)
In this scenario, the company has decided to utilize the contract manufacturer that co-
locates within the company. In one case CM is providing function on-site at the
company's facility, for example providing postponement and logistics for the company
on-site. The company and the CM end up working very closely, and much
coordination is required. In another case the CM has taken over a plant, and as a result
they are on-site. In this case the company and the CM do not have the same
relationship and therefore, working closely and coordination is not required.
Business Profile: One group stated, "Company employees and CM employees are
supporting multiple lines of products in a variety of ways. Outsourcing was
considered because sustaining a large number of temporary employees long-term was
not acceptable. We strongly believed their outsourcing was successful despite a
number of shortcomings in terms of people issues."
Business Dimensions: Shaded area indicates applicable choices for this scenario.
(Data based on eight interviews)
Dimension Outsourcing Spectrum
product simple / commodity .complexz
customized
life cycle long (up to 15 yrs) mshort (6 months)
design stable wcsunstable
volume high low
product mix low ..e high
technology low / standard 
___ _ ..__ high /complex
process standard proprietary
downsizing none / low major
degree of restructuring none / low :...:..... major
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moving company
excess people to CM
moving company's flex
workforce to CM
customer linkage
proximity to CM
success factor
orientation
degree of outsourcing
none / low
none / low
company sends to
customer directly
different time zone
product-orientation
none
within a day travel
process-orientation
some
CM to take over
plant
CM to take over
the flex workforce
CM sends directly
to the customer
Metrics: Shaded area emphasizes key variables for this scenario.
Key Variables (Business Dimension) Impact of outsourcing
cost
cost / volume flexibility
capital equipment expenditure /capital
investment cost / infrastructure cost / physical - overall cost including the investment of physical
assets asset is lower
Inventory levels (RM, FGI, Pipeline)
ROA
Customer Satisfaction /IDelivery Perf (OTD) r al custer 1
Tim e to M arket ............ ..............
Quality. .
Time (total supply chain cycle time) [ I
Responsiveness (external)
Operations flexibility / control (internal)
Internal cross-functional support
Business control
* 1- Company and the CM are co-located and work very closely together.
Stories Of Implementation Issues:
* "Same Service level Expected: responsibility without control": One supplier
manager stated, "We want the same level of service under the new circumstance so
we get involved to make it successful but in order to do so we have to control them
closely. The issue of co-employement, that is who directs whom, has legal staff
10 ............ - .
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concerned. We want control but we cannot assign jobs, cannot do performance
appraisal. We own the problems, and we have responsibility without control."
"Complexity Spiral: to outsource or not to outsource": According to one
group, "We have added a layer of complexity to our activities since we are dealing
with a different company with a different culture as a part of our supply chain. CM
is concerned about CM and we are concerned about us. But we have to work
together to build solutions to overcome the learning curve. The shared
responsibility is very difficult and challenging since for example we have to do
TQM through CM's TQM. Also we lose process expertise as it evolves, because
although we own it we do not have any control."
* "Class Problems": One product manager stated, "There are a lot of challenging
personnel issues. Having a CM take over our large flex workfoce and co-locate with
us has created a "class" problem. There are our people, CM's permanent people,
and two subcontractors, who are all paid differently doing the same class of job.
Also, we thought deployment of out flex force to the CM would be easy but it was a
challenging issue. They expected our way of doing business and our commitment
to the people from the CM, but CM is a process expert with no sense of people
issues. All these issues have been more taxing on people than we thought. Morale
goes down and productivity goes down, and we have to work harder to be
successful. We went in with the attitude that we wanted it to succeed, but CM does
not have the same level of vested interest."
* "People's Knowledge vs. Standard Processes": One manager claimed, "The
fundamental issue is that what makes or breaks it is the people, their commitment
and expertise. We have to rely on individuals to get things done. The expectation is
that the processes are standard but sometimes the process does not yield and we
depend on people to make it happen. It is not the process but people's knowledge
about work and systems that makes it work. How do we deal with lack of a
thousand of years of accumulated knowledge?"
5.2.4 CM to take over people and plant but not processes
(existing CM expanding)
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In this scenario, the computer company wants to divest, sell the plant, and downsize.
An existing contract manufacturer that is expanding takes over the plant and its
employees, but not the processes.
Business Profile: In two cases, a Printed Circuit Board Assembly (PCA) plant was
purchased by a major CM. Interestingly enough, when the CM is expanding, it is also
looking for either capacity or technology. In the interviews supporting the data for this
section, the computer company's products are complex, low-volume, and high-mix.
One of the groups recalled a very difficult transition period that required a lot of
company resources. However, regardless of the difficulties involved, their future
strategy is to move to virtual manufacturing and outsource the final assembly and test
as well.
Business Dimensions: Shaded area indicates applicable choices for this scenario.
(Data based on three interviews)
... . . ... .
Dimension Outsourcing SDectrum
product simple /commodity medium complexity ..o.p.l...
life cycle short (6 months) 'i*i*ii*i long (up to 15
yrs)design stable a few ECOs a.a .-----------------
volume high medium l ......product mix low medium i;
technology low /standard medium iXo l
process standard non-proprietaryi.r
downsizing none /low some
degree of restructuring none / low some
moving company none / low some Z... .
excess people to CM .p...
moving company's flex none / low 40l CM to take overworkforce to CM the flex workforce
,- .....-.. . .-.. . •...-.o .. ::+
customer linkage company sends to CM sefr. . thi d~t. CM sends directly
customer directly atrto the customer
proximity to CM different time zone Xii. dXv  e.io
success factor uc t i*. ".~"lei"
orientation .......• ' ....degree of outsourcing none / low some
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Metrics: Shaded area emphasizes key variables for this scenario.
Key Variables (Business Dimension) Impact of outsourcing........
cost
cost / volume flexibility .
capital equipment expenditure /capital
investment cost/ infrastructure cost/physical - overall cost including the investment of physical
assets asset is lower
Inventory levels (RM, FGI, Pipeline) 4
ROA f
Customer Satisfaction IDelivery Perf (OTD)
Time to Market
Quality
Time (total supply chain cycle time)
Responsiveness (external) IT
Operations flexibility / control (internal) _
Internal cross-functional support
Business control
* 1- Company works very closely with the CM to sustain desired service level.
Stories of Implementation issues:
* "Cost Myth": One company claimed, "We were process-oriented, not business-
driven, and lack of business attitude caused us to go to the CM. However, with 6%
profit margin that the CM charges, our costs are now about 8% higher than when
we owned the plant. Mainly the costs are high due to material costs since the CM
does not enjoy the same purchasing power as our company. Also, due to the CM's
centralized material management and purchasing policies, we consign the long
lead-time as well as the high dollar materials, so we still do some material
management internally and we own the inventory. This all adds up to higher cost
than before." Another group indicated that "Linkage cost is not captured, and much
more support is required than anticipated. We are paying a premium because of
'industrialization': engineering, prototype, and procurement support. Cost during
NPI has doubled if you include the linkage costs."
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"Expectation Gap": One group said, "We are lucky that our people are at the CM,
we rely on them! They understand our needs and our customers. But our people
who moved to the CM did not know the CM's systems and they did not understand
the CM's purchasing system."
One group talked about their frustrations. They claimed, "The same plant,
equipment, people, and processes but quality of information has changed because of
bottlenecks at CM resources. So, we lose information. We had access to efficient
real-time tools within our companys but these tools are not available now, and
quality and quantity of information have declined. Our people do not know the
CM's systems very well. They say "Yes Mr. Customer" but they cannot deliver."
Another company stated, "Our employees who moved to the CM learned that the
CM is first focused on cost and delivery and then on service. This is not how they
used to focus. In addition, any investment has to be approved by the CEO. Every
decision had to be reviewed in this new CM environment and requires high level of
energy and effort to get our products to be introduced and produced successfully.
As far as technology, quality, responsiveness, delivery, cost, and environment
metrics, the CM is weak at technology, responsiveness, and quality. They are
focused on delivery and cost, whereas we are focused on technology, quality,
responsiveness, and delivery."
* "Culture Clash: the advantage of moving company people to the CM is not
sustainable": One group proudly claimed, "Transferring OEM's employees to the
CM creates a unique opportunity for both the OEM and the CM. The experienced
employees are going to transfer the knowledge to the CM to carry the same
processes to make the product. The CM benefits from an instant knowledge pool at
its access for acquiring other contracts. We believe it is a win/win situation for
both."
However, another group complained that "The CM and the OEM's cultures are very
different. One is of cost-focus and cutting corners and the other is customer-focused
at any cost. The two cultures are apt to clash. After only a few short months, the
new culture sinks in and the new values take over. So although the initial
knowledge transfer is of value to both parties, it is not sustainable over time."
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Another company reported, "relationship with a CM that is staffed with company
employees has advantages and disadvantages. Company employees at the CM
understand our needs and customers, but they know a lot of things (including
prices) and this makes negotiation difficult. With other suppliers we know the
limit; however, with our old employees the limit is further, and sometimes this is a
disadvantage. In addition, tooling and processes are not at the same level as us and
they do not have the technical structure in terms of having enough staff,
organization, and planning. The CM is understaffed to handle our business. The
CM staffs economically, which does not support our level of complexity,
technology, and design." Another complaint was that "The CM is very reactive. We
have increased flexibility with outside lead-times but our internal flexibility is
reduced, since when we ask a question the answer is late or not reliable."
"Impact of our Service Level vs. CM's Service Level": According to one
company, "We believe manufacturing needs to be able to work with designers from
early design phases and use their expertise; however, CM does not duplicate
resources and it puts in place what you tell it to put in place. They are not forward-
looking and they do not spend resources. We need to put our knowledge to work.
We want to work with them from beginning of design but they are not convinced of
"Design For Manufacturability." In support of this point another company stated
that they put a separate contract in place for DFM support.
5.2.5 CM to take over people and plant, and license the process
(existing CM expanding capacity and capability)
In this scenario the computer company wants to divest the plant and its employees, and
is willing to license the process or technology. An existing contract manufacturer is
expanding in terms of capacity and technology. It takes over the plant and its
employees, and licenses the processes.
Business Profile: In this case a Printed Circuit Board Assembly (PCA) plant was
purchased by a major CM. The computer company's products are complex, low
volume, and high mix.
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The company and the CM have a "non-legal partnership" or strategic alliance
relationship. One key reason this implementation was a success was that transition was
smooth.
Business Dimensions: Shaded area indicates applicable choices for this scenario.
(Data based on two interviews)
Dimension Outsourcing Spectrum
product simple / commodity medium complexity X m ..l... .......
___ __custmired
life cycle long (up to 15 yrs) medium Sot( nh
.. .... ........................... . ........... .design stable a few ECOs ........
volume high medium ...X
product mix low medium high
technology low / standard medium idghl Complex
process standard non-proprietary proprietary
downsizing none / low some may
degree of restructuring none / low some mqor
moving company none / low some C4 to~ •i• ovr• r
excess people to CM _____________ 
______________
moving company's flex none / low some CM make overworkforce to CM . .th I. .. .d.f
customer linkage icompany sencid to 1 CM sends to the dist. CM sends directly
......___.i_..c... .... center to the customer
proximity to CM different time zone within a day travel ci! ocaionsuccess factor 
.d ientati process-orientation people-orientation
orientationdegree of outsourcing none / low med ....extensive (virtual
technolog lo t dr eium!i ... manufacturin g)
Metrics: Shaded area emphasizes key variables for this scenario.
Key Variables (Business Dimension) Impact of outsourcing
cost
cost / volume flexibility
capital equipment expenditure /capital
investment cost/infrastructure cost/physical - overall cost including the investment of physical
assets asset is lower
Inventory levels (RM, FGI, Pipeline) 
_
ROA
Customer Satisfaction / DeliverTy Pe rf(OTD) f...ina cstm..I.....
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Time to Market
Quality
Time (total supply chain cycle time)
Responsiveness (external)
Operations flexibility / control (internal)
Internal cross-functional support
Business control
.1J~
ft
JJ~
* 1- CM uses the same technical processes and design systems to sustain desired service level.
Stories of Implementation Issues:
* "Partnership Pay-Off": According to one group, "We have a complex commodity
and we need to partner up with the CM to make it work. We are successful when
CM is profitable and has reached a critical mass. We do not push for the lowest
possible cost and we want them to be effective, pay bills, and make money. If they
are not profitable, we are in trouble since we cannot do it in-house. CM also has an
incentive to strive for partnership since they gained intellectual knowledge,
capabilities, and people. Also, people who moved to CM did that willingly, since
they knew their alternative. Win/win attitude pays off."
* "Inventory Cost": One group was very disappointed. They claimed "Due to our
recent policy changes we cannot allow the CM to see our corporate prices, so we
had to pull the procurement function inside, moving from Turnkey to a
Consignment inventory. Now we buy the material and consign. If this rule had
been in place, we would not have pursued the spin-off of plant to the CM. We carry
a consignment inventory on our books that wipes out the benefits of spinning-off
the plant to the CM. The ideal long-term solution is turnkey with our prices and
without disclosing prices to CM."
5.2.6 CM to take over people, processes, and systems (Spin-off)
In this scenario, the computer company has decided to spin off the plant and the people
as a new entity to a contract manufacturer expanding scope.
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Business Profile: According to one group, "In order to consolidate US plants in one
site, we did spin off the model factory as a new entity of an existing CM. An excellent
transition; currently that entity is the model CM for the company. The plant, people,
processes, and some systems were transferred to the new entity. We do not want to be
in manufacturing, therefore leverage CM's manufacturing capabilities as an extension
of our manufacturing."
Business Dimensions: Shaded area indicates applicable choices for this scenario.
(Data based on three interviews)
YI.
* 1 - design center
*2 - supplier management
Dimension I Outsourcing SDectrum I
product simple / commodity .. ... 6p1t complex /
__..._.-______customized
life cycle long (up to 15 yrs) -10d short (6 months)
design stable ... I .... unstable
volume high e _______low ..• iiii•i ..`.?` :. i. ::::•!.: ..: : ..:: .: .... : .% ..::::..........:: iiiii::. . ......
product mix low i.high
technology low / standard m i -high/complex
process standard ..... pi. :.. Oetyp.-...... roprietary
downsizing none / low lam N• • major
degree of restructuring none / low som• major
moving OEM excess none / low tmCM to take over
people to CM plant
moving OEM's flex none / low . .. CM to take over
workforce to CM the flex workforce
customer linkage company sends to C s tof• it. CM sends directly
. _ _ _ customer directly c X*n, to the customer
proximity to CM *ii".. ay4..'.% co-location
success factor process-orientation prod•.. people-orientation
orientation ri__ _ i________
degree of outsourcing none / low some ii.( ir
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Metrics: Shaded area emphasizes key variables for this scenario.
Key Variables (Business Dimension) Im act of outsourcin]
cost * I .1.
cost / volume flexibility
capital equipment expenditure /capital
investment cost/ infrastructure cost/physical - overall cost including the investment of physical
assets asset is lower
Inventory levels (RM, FGI, Pipeline)
ROA
Customer Satisfaction IDelivery Perf (OTD) ..
Time to Market
Quality
Time (total supply chain cycle time)
Responsiveness (external)
Operations flexibility / control (internal)
Internal cross-functional support
Business control
* 1- CM delivers to the company before it goes out to the customer.
Stories of Implementation Issues:
* "Expertise Spiral": According to one group, "What made it work was the same
plant, the same people and the same processes. The key was technical problem-
solving capability and the technical competence of the CM. Anyone can outsource
mature products--the challenge is to find an organization that its value-added is to
design, source supplier , and manage supplier base. The CMs expertise is
imperative for outsourcing success."
* "Outsourcing Spiral": One supplier manager said, "Internal manufacturing
people believe that no one is doing it as well but you need to set the expectation,
then measure and give feedback for improvement. We have supplier management
organization in place who uses a customized scorecard for CM and uses total cost of
ownership analysis for costing. Having the same people helps performance and
lowers cost. Better cost resulted from outsourcing yields in even more outsourcing."
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"Self-Defeating the Concept of CM"; One group mentioned areas of
improvements. According this group, "CM has to order from the Available Vendor
List, for those components that CM has ownership. In order to improve quality or
reduce cost they choose alternative suppliers and alternative material, then make a
proposal to the company and we work on it on an on-going basis. Today, engineers
own the Bill Of Material, but we want to move to a scenario where engineers own
the design, let the CM decide, let them have the database. I am paying for them to
provide engineering and purchasing specs. Have CM be responsible for top-level
assembly and for the finished product, and we expect the CM take care of the rest."
* "Self-fulfilling Prophecy of Diminishing Manufacturing": One manager who
has gone through spinning off a plant indicated that "There is a people issue. We
were the model manufacturing site and our plant was sold off to the contract
manufacturer, and since then outsourcing has increased across the board. It has
created ongoing morale issue for the people who stay. They believe that it is a
matter of time before all manufacturing goes away. This notion impacts morale and
performance. Most people view the parties to recognize that manufacturing
accomplishments are superficial. It becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. Morale is
down in manufacturing since they read the writing on the wall that it is a matter of
time, and therefore productivity suffers, and more work is farmed out."
5.2.7 Virtual Manufacturing
In this scenario, the computer companies want to outsource a major portion or all of
manufacturing and final assembly. As these companies take steps to "Virtual
Manufacturing," and a variety of activities ranging from design to final assembly are
outsourced.
Business Profile: A number of companies were experimenting with outsourcing
manufacturing. These groups represented a range of products, from low-end to high-
end. In one case, for the low-end products, even the design is outsourced. Although
companies have had mixed experiences with outsourcing manufacturing, the general
consensus is that they expect the level of outsourcing to stay the same or increase if
politics does not interfere.
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Business Dimensions: Shaded area indicates applicable choices for this scenario.
(Data based on fourteen interviews)
Dimension
product
life cycle
design
volume
product mix
technology
process
downsizing
degree of restructuring
moving company
excess people to CM
moving company's flex
workforce to CM
customer linkage
Outsourcin
g Spectrum
simple / commodity
long (up to 15 yrs)
stable
high
low
low / standard
standard
none / low
none / low
none / low
none / low
medium complexity
medium
a few ECOs
medium
medium
medium
non-proprietary
some
some
some
some
complex /
customized
short (6 months)
unstable
low
high
high / complex
proprietary
major
major
CM to ake ve
CM to take over
the flex workforce
proximity to CM
success factor
orientation
people-orientation
degree of outsourcing some extensive (virtual
manufacturing
Metrics: Shaded area emphasizes key variables for this scenario.
Key Variables (Business Dimension) Impact of outsourcin
cost .
cost / volume flexibility '.
capital equipment expenditure /capital
investment cost/infrastructure cost/physical -overall cost including the investment of physical
assets asset is lower
Inventory levels (RM, FGI, Pipeline)
ROA
Customer Satisfaction IDelivery Perf (OTD) = for final customer
Time to Market
Quality = for final customer
Time (total supply chain cycle time) =
Responsiveness (external)
Operations flexibility / control (internal) U
I
I , i Outsourcin• Snectrum [
:: m• :m-::'... :K-:.:i:':i?.::•i:::•[:••: : : •K:
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Internal cross-functional support I
Business control J
Stories of Implementation Issues:
* "Last Touch": Outsourcing final assembly is a controversial subject since it is not
highly technical and some companies believed that it is not a core-competency.
However, others see it as a core competency since it provides a competitive
advantage to differentiate your products, and it is important that company
employees who have the vested interest in the company and products "touch" the
product last. But more and more companies employ flex force who do not share a
value system with the permanent company employees.
According to one group, "Outsourcing the box added to our lead time and it was a
new service for CM. We had to work closely with them so they learn to produce
products consistent with the expected quality."
One group stated that "One important contract manufacturer's capability is to work
with our various organizations since some FINAL ASSEMBLY parts are company-
owned. Also we have to use transfer pricing and not disclose the price, creating a
lot of work for financial people."
* "Politics and Outsourcing": Once a number of tasks are outsourced (such as
design and manufacturing) the company becomes heavily dependent on the CM
that creates a great concern at the corporate level. Some groups have had to pull
some work back in the case of final assembly. Some companies believed that the
degree of outsourcing is strongly driven by politics.
* "Communication and IT link"; One manager stated that "If CM is an extension
of our manufacturing, we need transparency in terms processes, quality control,
inventory visibility and liability. Without IT we are managing a black box. Not
having an IT link, we are shuttling information back and forth, and this has added
to our lead-time." Another group indicated that "Outsourcing has created a four-
way communication that is much more complex to manage."
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* "Many Companies Within One CM": Four groups voiced concerns about CM's
true global capabilities. According to these groups, "Our regional strategy required
us to have multi-sites for final assembly but dealing with ten contract manufacturers
plants is really ten independent companies within one company. There is conflict of
interest between plants because they do not have the same priorities."
5.3 General Themes Around "Outsourcing in the Computer
Industry"
There are several themes that emerge regardless of what the product, method of
outsourcing, and the suppliers are. They are described below to demonstrate general
trends of outsourcing in the computer industry.
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"Flexibility Myth"
There are a number of dimensions associated with the use of CM and flexibility
relationship. Each has a different affect on the "real" flexibility experience by the firm.
One major issue is that as CM grows larger in purchasing power, when there is a
shortage of a critical component, then who gets the component? Who has the real
power? Also, pressure to differentiate the product results in increased outsourcing,
although there are a few opposing forces.
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"Technology Spillover"
On one hand CM has technology that we do not need or cannot invest in because it
requires heavy capital expenditure for a short life-cycle technology. On the other hand
we have proprietary processes that we have to give away. This leads to less
competitiveness and therefore even more outsourcing. In the meantime, the contract
manufacturer learns from a number of its customers and passes the learning to its other
customers.
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"Disappearance of Internal Manufacturing"
This is an instance of the "success to the successful" archetype. When more work is
outsourced to the CM, then reduced internal manufacturing volume leads to low
capacity utilization, and in turn increases internal manufacturing costs compared to the
CM's costs. This causes its success to diminish and further justifies more work to be
allocated to the CM.
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"Cost Myth"
In most cases, financial pressure drove the companies to outsourcing. The CM offers
low labor rates, economies of scale, and purchasing power leverage on some
components, however, unanticipated support and loss of company purchasing power,
among other cost elements, decrease the perceived savings.
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"Outsourcing Spiral"
The single most significant effect of outsourcing is that once it is considered an option
and it is pursued, it continues on, further and further in the company, moving beyond
just manufacturing. This is done regardless of success or failure of the outsourcing
activities in the company. Whether outsourcing makes or loses money, the company is
apt to continue outsourcing.
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"TQM Dilemma"
CM is cost focused and therefore does not want to spend time or resources on TQM
activities, although this would save it money in the long-run. On the other hand the
company is customer focused and quality focus and therefore will be investing time,
resources, and energy in the CM's TQM activities. This in turn reinforces the CM's
attitude of cost focus and its lack of willingness to invest in TQM activities.
Company invests
invests in CM's TQM< activities
Qualtiy
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5.4 Summary
In this chapter causal loop diagrams--a systems thinking tool- were utilized to
identify the causes, constraints, and consequences of outsourcing manufacturing under
different methods, and to illustrate their contribution to structure and resulting
behavior. We have shown that leverage points differ significantly depending on
implementation. As outlined in section two discussing general themes, there are certain
forces inherent to outsourcing activities that influence the structure in place and
therefore the behavior, regardless of implementation method.
Chapter 6 builds on these experiences, and incorporates the internalities and
externalities identified in Chapter 3 that are seen to have significant impact on
outsourcing manufacturing structures and how they influence the outcome. Based on
these analyses, factors critical for successful outsourcing manufacturing in the
computer industry are formulated.
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6.0 AN EMERGING FRAMEWORK FOR OUTSOURCING AS A
STEP TO VIRTUAL MANUFACTURING
This chapter is divided into three major sections. The first section summarizes
critical success factors for manufacturing outsourcing in the computer industry, the
second presents a theoretical framework for designing a manufacturing outsourcing
strategy, and the third describes a strategy that was developed by applying the new
framework to the case study site, HP's workstation group.
6.1 Critical Success Factors (CSF) for Outsourcing Manufacturing
This section identifies a common thread connecting successful outsourcing
experiences, and formulates the factors critical to their success. The key is how to
structure outsourcing activities so as to position the company for success. Based on
outsourcing experiences and learnings from six very successful computer companies,
we determine the factors critical to the success of outsourcing manufacturing, and for
moving towards "virtual manufacturing." In this context, CSFs are those capabilities in
which the firm and the contract manufacturer must excel in order to secure long-term
success in manufacturing outsourcing. These capabilities are presented and discussed
in detail in the following section.
6.2 Designing a Contract Manufacturing Strategy
This section presents the Emerging Framework for Outsourcing Manufacturing
for designing strategies for successful outsource manufacturing. Because most
organizations have different conditions and needs, the framework is presented as a
process so that each strategy can be tailored to the individual situation.
6.2.1 Defining Policies and Decisions
These are policies and decisions, controllable by the firm, that initiate the
outsourcing process. The steps necessary to define policies and decision in support of
outsourcing manufacturing are summarized below:
* Formulating Strategy
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* Developing "Virtual Manufacturing" infrastructure
* Analyzing outsourcing potential
* Selecting Relationship Type
* Execution & Implementation
* Monitoring
Formulating Strategy: The lack of a strategy for outsourcing was the number
one shortcoming of companies in pursuing contract manufacturing. Each organization,
acting on its own metrics, decides what to do, and the results may or may not not
benefit the company as a whole. The speed at which outsourcing is pursued by various
company organizations is overwhelming. The likelihood of succeess in the
ourtsourcing process decreases as companies move toward extensive, uncoordinated
outsourcing, with no sound strategy, no consistent decision-making process, and no
clear mechanism for sharing outsourcing experiences.
Firms must align business strategy with manufacturing strategy. Companies
need to have an outsourcing strategy in place at the corporate level, one that fits long-
term business goals and supports their core competencies. This strategy should
examine the "virtual manufacturing" vision, how best the company can be responsive to
industry changes, and should consider offshore manufacturing as well. Utilizing
contract manufacturing facilitates the steps to virtual manufacturing. A manufacturing
company may no longer manufacture anything in-house, and therefore must utilize
contract manufacturers' resources and infrastructure as an extension of the firms'
manufacturing infrastructure. In order for the firm to offer only strategic value, it
needs to understand and articulate its core competency. To achieve this on a
companywide level, a cross-division or cross-organization "manufacturing council" team
with representatives of all the product lines should be assembled, for the purpose of
creating a companywide manufacturing strategy. This manufacturing council should
assess core competencies, create decision-making processes and support their
execution, monitoring progress with time. This framework would provide guidelines
when the organization is faced with an opportunity to assess its core competencies,
deciding what to keep inside and what to outsource. The strategy can be decided at the
corporate level, and should be customized for each division or product line.
Developing a "Virtual Manufacturing" infrastructure: The firm and the
contract manufacturer have two different management structures, causing
inefficiencies. Contract manufacturers are structured around a worldwide customer
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base with worldwide account management, and computer firms are structured by
region, division, or product. For effective and efficient manufacturing outsourcing,
there needs to be a fit between the company and the CM. A central group will be able
to provide worldwide operations support for external manufacturing.
The contract manufacturer usually knows the firm better than do other firms'
internal organizations, because they are in touch with the internal manufacturing and
engineering groups of various firms pursuing outsourcing. Each internal group needs
to go down the learning curve when dealing with the CM. This effort is redundant,
and offers little opportunity for knowledge transfer. A central group would rectify this
issue by being the communication link to the contract manufacturer as well as to the
internal groups.
The attitude that each division or organization is different from everyone else
(and therefore needs to outsource differently) prevents the divisions from leveraging
from each others' learnings. An incentive and process to motivate the divisions to
contribute information and knowledge and create synergy would resolve this problem.
An independent corporate or "global contract manufacturing group" could act as the
connecting factor for all the outsourcing activities within the firm.
A "global contract manufacturing" group provides an independent view on
outsourcing manufacturing, while keeping the company's interests in mind. It is the
catalyst for knowledge transfer across divisions and organizations, making the
outsourcing process more efficient and effective by passing along the expertise. This
approach would enable organizations to avoid reinventing the wheel when considering
outsourcing. The key role of this group is to provide and distribute a "corporate
memory" regarding manufacturing outsourcing.
This group provides the infrastructure which supports every organization who
is in process of outsourcing its manufacturing. The "manufacturing council" supports
the strategy and decision-making process for the organization, and the "global contract
manufacturing group" supports the execution and implementation of outpouring
manufacturing. This group will act as a catalyst for transfer of knowledge across
various divisions and groups. It is responsible for developing teams involved in
outsourcing, evaluating IT requirements, providing bridging knowledge, sharing best
practices, supporting implementation efforts, and other services, to overcome the
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shortcomings of outsourcing, and to ensure that the process and the outcome are
aligned with common goals.
In addition, it is a competitive advantage to be able to identify the best CM
candidates to become responsible for a part of the supply chain, and to know which
decision criteria are optimal in assessing them. The "global contract manufacturing
group" can develop a CM capability matrix and technology road map, perform
postmortem studies, and share outsourcing experiences across the company.
Analysis of outsourcing potential: A company must put in place an
outsourcing decision-making process that ensures a consistent approach if the
company's long-term interests are to be protected. A formal decision-making process
must be established to optimize the total ownership cost. In order to optimize the
supply chain cost and performance metrics, cost modeling and supply chain analysis
should be used. This is a method to evaluate outsourcing decision-making against
internal cost, and as a result to improve the complexity/cost ratio. Once the core
competencies are identified, this framework can be used at early design stages to
decide where to make the product. Outsourcing decisions based on make/buy criteria
allow the company to assess its true capabilities in terms of cost and quality.
Selecting Relationship Type: Type of relationship depends on the purpose of
the outsourcing, buying capacity, buying technology, and whether the design is
integral or modular. Although, most current supplier relationships are "arms length"
or "performance contract," the successful outsourcing scenarios cited the relationship as
"strategic alliance" or "strategic partnership." No matter what name is used to describe
the relationship or what the legal implications are, the company and the CM need to
establish common goals and objectives to create a win/win relationship. For the
contract manufacturer to be treated as an extension of the company, there needs to be a
fit between the two cultures.
Most firms strive for a "strategic partnership" but are unaware of what it takes to
establish such a relationship. It requires a legal partnership that implies mutual
liabilities, and it must be established at the senior level. It also requires investment in
terms of time, resources, and management, and requires long-term focus. Not every
outsourcing experience, however, requires this kind of commitment.
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Each type of relationship offers strengths that suit a particular outsourcing
scenario, depending on the modular and integral dimensions of design of the
components and the product. However, outsourcing manufacturing -- specifically
outsourcing final assembly and test of products that are shipped to the customer --
requires "strategic partnership" to facilitate mutual learning, high quality levels, early
involvement in design, and joint technology development.
The competitive advantage lies in being able to determine the kind of
relationship required for the proposed outsourcing, when a firm has gained the skill to
manage a "portfolio of relationships" ranging from "vendor relationship" to "strategic
partnership." Involvement of the "global contract manufacturing" group would make
this knowledge pool available instantaneously to all organizations. In addition, this
group would represent the firm and its goals consistently in dealing with the contract
manufacturers rather than each division attempting to establish a relationship.
Representing the firm as a whole provides the company with a great opportunity in
terms of economies of scale and scope in dealing with the contract manufacturing
reducing inefficiencies and linkage costs.
Execution & Implementation: Once the strategy is formulated and clarified
for the whole firm, the planning stage facilitated by the "global contract manufacturing"
is next. At this stage the outsourcing approach is designed. This process includes
deciding on how the outsourcing process should proceed, what approach is
appropriate to the organization, and how to choose a contract manufacturer. Once the
data have been collected, an outsourcing process can be mapped. This process includes
a list of actions that must be executed in order to reach the organization's goals. After
the outsourcing approach has been mapped out, it must be implemented. At this point,
a group must take charge of the execution. One approach would be to assemble a
group of key functional areas and a couple of key senior executives, drawn from both
line and staff positions, whose compensation will be tied to the success of the operation.
Human resources and information systems are the key players managing the process of
change, to address the people issue and IT leverage, respectively. The "global contract
manufacturing" group will provide support for the organization going through the
outsourcing process.
Monitoring: In order to evaluate the success of the outsourcing process during
implementation and ongoing, we need to assess the impacts and successes of the
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method. While a sudden reduction in cost and a sharp increase in competitiveness are
desirable goals, the process must not stop at this point. World-class competition will
continue to increase, and any advantages gained will be short-lived if not coupled with
mechanisms to make the improvement permanent. One approach would be to use
yearly moving cost targets, and to incorporate measures such as quality, services, and
productivity targets to keep improving, and to evaluate managers based on these
targets. A reinforcing factor would be to keep the "global contract manufacturing"
group as a permanent institution. Finally, continual benchmarking of world-class
competitors can help the firm monitor its position on a regular basis.
Measurement of outsourcing "success": At issue is the measurement of the
ultimate success of outsourcing. While restructuring and downsizing as byproducts of
outsourcing result in reduced headcounts, and in turn the short-term financial goals are
met, some critical aspects of the firm may be jeopardized in the long run, such as
customer relationships, R&D, or critical manufacturing expertise. For the sake of
simplicity we define outsourcing success in relation to the company's own goals, while
mentioning implementation issues and external perceptions as part of the overall
assessment. The "global contract manufacturing" group should establish metrics for
assessing outsourcing success as well as short- and long-term impacts, and should
share the results with the other organizations as a learning tool and guideline.
Performance measures to support the new "virtual" manufacturing: New
performance measures are needed for a manufacturing company that is shipping
billions of dollars but does not see or touch a single product. Some current company
metrics (such as reward systems) are based on managerial scope, number of people,
and dollars purchased for material mangers. These measures do not support the new
reality of outsourcing and working with a non-homogenous supply chain of internal
and external resources. A key success factor is linking management performance to the
new organizational goals.
Shifting to this manufacturing environment requires new motivational perks.
The way people work changes, and the company needs new measurements, rewards,
and motivational systems in place. Ultimately, what makes or breaks this approach is
the people; to maintain manufacturing NOT as a main part of a controlled supply chain
is inherently risky. The answer lies in motivating people when they do not see the
product shipped, and making the linkages work.
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A measurement system for the CM: As the CM becomes an extension of the
company and a critical link in the supply chain and in the overall value chain, quality,
and the measurement system used to monitor and appraise the CM's quality and
performance, become crucial. The scorecard approach, or supplier evaluation system,
has to be revised and customized for outsourcing manufacturing, and should be used
as a consistent framework at the corporate level for selecting and assessing contract
manufacturers. One proven approach is to articulate expectations and indicators, and
measure them for the lowest cost of ownership. Identify expectations up front and
communicate them to the CM, then measure how they compare with the industry
benchmark, in or out, well positioned for new programs or not. The key is to set clear
objectives, communicate, measure, and provide feedback.
6.2.2 Selecting a Contract Manufacturer
In order to be competitive, a contract manufacturer must first identify its best fit
in the value chain of a particular customer. Success depends on choosing the right
specialty and working smoothly with suppliers -- all reasons why companies will
outsource. Competitive advantages that differentiate contract manufacturers include
the following:
Technical Expertise: Staffing must include the areas of design, component
procurement, processing, testing, manufacturing and quality control. These functional
groups work with the companies to optimize manufacturing and testability of product
designs. Having a technical infrastructure in place for addressing quality, ECO, and
DFM issues is of significant importance in evaluating potential suppliers. The CM
must move to stay ahead of the customer's technology curve. CM has to have a
technology map outlining its long-term technology strategy.
Materials Management: The contract manufacturer is expected to manage the
supplier base for parts. Most companies believe that a CM requires $100 million in
purchases to have leverage with suppliers. Hence, flexibility and predictability of the
supplier base is key to responsiveness.
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Manufacturing Processes: Established documented processes and advanced
manufacturing technologies must be on hand to support advancements in product
technologies -- Just-in-Time inventory management, total quality control, statistical
process control, and continuous flow manufacturing are systems that must be in place.
Quality Improvement: Total Quality Manufacturing (TQM) programs that
characterize the process and examine alternatives must be developed to improve the
efficiency, cost, and productivity of the process. To improve the level of quality and
consistency of operations on a global scale, ISO9000 certification must be obtained.
Turnkey Capabilities: By providing turnkey services, i.e. managing the
complete manufacturing cycle, the contract manufacturer offers significant advantages
in time-to-market, capital assets, and inventory costs. This method also provides the
greatest opportunity for increased profits and offers the optimal pathway to long-term
partnerships.
People Focus: By reducing variations in workforce and providing training and
career opportunities, the producing and vested interests in the company and number of
customers increase. Commitment to the workers improves their morale and attitude,
and with this, product quality improves.
Global Presence: The more established and larger contract manufacturers
have the freedom to manufacture anywhere. Contract manufacturers can operate
factories anywhere in the the world, which provides a company with faster delivery
and lower shipping costs to particular geographic regions. Also, with a booming
contract manufacturing market, even the smaller players are looking for joint ventures
and strategic alliances oversees to satisfy their customers' worldwide requirements.
Size Criteria: Computer companies do not want to be too dependent on the
CM, nor to have the CM too dependent on them. Companies try to find a match to a
CM, and to avoid the small fish-in-a-big-pond or big-fish-in-a-small-pond syndromes.
They want to work with a CM who has created a strong customer profile so that
fluctuations in volume cannot put the CM out of business, and so that the company's
small level of outsourcing gets little attention from the CM. A delicate balance is
critical to the success of the outsourcing process. Typically, one company represents no
more than 25% of the CM's business.
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Business Criteria: Outsourcing manufacturing is the mechanics by which As
companies move toward "virtual manufacturing." Reliance on a third party is
inherently risky since the company now depends on the CM to get the value delivered
to its customer. Financial status of the CM could become a tremendous risk factor,
jeopardizing all the benefits to be reaped from outsourcing. Companies could face the
danger of having to bail out the CM in order to avoid disrupting their pipeline to
customers. Also, a positive correlation exists between the financial health of the CM
and the level of investment in technology, innovation, and process improvements.
Financial stability and sustained economic performance of the contract manufacturers
takes high priority in evaluating potential suppliers.
6.2.3 Evaluating Implementation Requirements
Many firms have set lofty goals for themselves but have stumbled at the
implementation phase. Sometimes the company appears "confused" to its customers
and suppliers because of the counterproductive pace of outsourcing. Implementation
has a direct effect on the success or failure of the outsourcing process. Preparing with
the "global contract manufacturing" group will help shorten the time necessary to
diffuse the outsourcing knowledge and lessons learned. Key dimensions are covered
below:
* Review company policies
* Define cost drivers
* Determine level of outsourcing
* Develop A "Knowledge Infrastructure"
* Develop new skill set
* Prepare for culture change
Review company p1olicies: In a number of cases a partnership relationship,
whether legalized or not, requires cost transparency and information sharing in terms
of confidential data, proprietary technology, and design specs. Inflexible and
inadequate policies to protect a firm's purchasing power could impact the outsourcing
outcome severely. The procurement department plays a key role in deciding the level
of price sharing and in defining processes to leverage the firm's as well as the contract
manufacturer's purchasing power without jeopardizing supplier relationships. If such
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policies are not in place, then they must be determined before moving forward with
outsourcing implementation.
Define cost drives: Defining cost drivers and cost accounting are problematic,
since cost drivers for manufacturing outsourcing are different from those of internal
manufacturing or purchased parts. Full cost accounting is not an effective method to
capture outsourcing costs, but because cost accounting is inherently internal
manufacturing based, it does not capture all the cost elements and does not accurately
provide the supply chain cost. The financial cost can be misleading. It is crucial that
the cost accounting be augmented with methods that capture the "true" cost of the
supply chain and manufacturing, whether internal or external.
Also, since the number-one driver for outsourcing is cost, understanding the cost
drivers is essential. It is crucial to validate assumptions made in cost analysis
regarding which price is used, the firm's or the CM's. The firm must differentiate
between short- and long-term cost drivers. Outsourcing is a long-term investment, and
benefits in the short-term may not be realized. The firm must take linkage cost, and
overhead required to support the contract manufacturer into account when adjusting
manufacturing overhead (MOH.)
Determine level of outsourcing: Turnkey outsourcing, where the CM
manages and carries the inventory and the firm has limited liability exposure, is
favored over consignment, where the firm manages the inventory and is fully liable for
it. Companies are not in business to manage consignment inventory, since it diminishes
outsourcing benefits.
In most cases a hybrid strategy is preferred, where only a few strategic and
critical parts are consigned. It is essential to negotiate and seek procurement policies
that support manufacturing outsourcing and allow leveraging purchasing power of
both companies for substantial mutual gains. For non-critical parts, the CM should
own inventory and use the firm's Approved Vendor List and prices. For consigned
items, established periodic financial audits of the CM are necessary to cover inventory
risk. Risks involve the accrued inventory for potential inventory liability, and
inventory evaluation at the end of the product life.
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Develop a "Knowledge Infrastructure"; CM services that will be in
increasing demand in the future include materials planning and inventory
management, purchasing capabilities, design for manuacturability, and testing.
Because of required resources, some CMs are not convinced of DFM, for which the
company may need to put a separate contract in place. Because of plasticity of
knowledge, and in order to protect manufacturing and process expertise that directly
affect the product development and design, there needs to be close working
relationship between engineers and operations people of the respective companies.
This will ensure that the process and product knowledge linkage will remain in place.
Develop new skill set; In preparation for outsourcing manufacturing, skills
need to be developed that allow a firm to manage a "portfolio of relationships." This is
because outsourcing manufacturing affects the relationship between the firm and the
affected suppliers, who must support both the firm and the contract manufacturer.
Although in the procurement department, supplier managers become as line managers
on the floor responsible for the product line, the primary resource is engineering that
allows the firm to introduce a product in a remote manufacturing site. In this new
context, manufacturing management becomes supplier management and therefore,
teamwork and negotiation skills become extremely important.
Prepare for culture change: As has been discussed, corporate culture is key to
the success of an outsourcing process. A firm must look carefully at the qualities
required from its employees to make the firm succeed within the new vision. What
makes or breaks this strategy, as others, is the people. Their commitment is essential.
People involved in the outsourcing process need to move away from the mentality that
manufacturing has to be done next door. Manufacturing can be done wherever it
provides the best return by optimizing the supply chain costs and performance. The
market and the business are changing fast, and companies need either to avoid
commitment altogether or to look at outsourcing as creating two winners and
increasing the joint gains for both. The win/win attitude directly affects the
relationship and the problem-solving approaches to ensure success for the outsourcing
process, the company, and the CM. People who are in charge of implementation must
be committed to the success of the outsourcing procedure. The key is choosing the
right people, and rewarding them to ensure success.
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6.2.4 Designing an Information Technology Plan
In most outsourcing processes IT is an after-thought, and the benefits of
outsourcing are overlooked due to IT lag. As the supplier base grows, the major
differentiator would be IT leverage, currently the most under-exploited of leverages.
The company needs transparency in terms of product, processes, quality control, and
inventory visibility. Access to timely information can overcome a number of
outsourcing shortcomings and result in substantial cost savings in the long-run by
providing smooth operational linkages along the value chain. Seamless IT integration
would provide the CM with data regarding order management, material management
process, quality and process control, inventory, operation, cost, planning, forecasting,
and other relevant data. Specifically, managing orders easily, quickly and cheaply can
be a competitive advantage in the Build-To-Order and postponement environment.
Once the relationship is defined per the design-knowledge and relationship
matrices, then the level of required information technology (IT) can be decided, as
follows:
Figure 6.1 - IT and Relationship Type Matrix
Relationship Vendor Performane Strategic Strategic
Type Relationship Contract Alliance Partnership
IT Order-entry; E-mail; Groupware; System for new
Enablers EDI EDI Network links product & process
I IIIsupport
In cases of "strategic alliance" and "strategic partnership, use of IT can be a
powerful tool in redesigning work processes to improve the effectiveness of the
organization as well as of the CM. Firms involved in outsourcing must understand the
importance of IT in designing a network organization. IT is an enabler to close the gap
in transforming the firm to a "virtual manufacturing" company. Successful
manufacturing outsourcing without appropriate investment and proper use of IT
would not be sustainable.
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6.3 Application of Contract Manufacturing Framework to HP
Backg round: In past years the workstation segment of the computer industry
has been one of the most intensely competitive markets in the world. This segment has
seen double-digit growth for the past decade. In 1993 the growth of the workstation
industry slowed to single digits due to economic conditions and product and
organizational transitions occurring with major workstation vendors. Industrywide
unit shipment volumes increased by 9.8%, and equipment revenue increased by 7.3%.
The 1994 industry-wide growth in workstation unit shipments was 20% with 13%
revenue growth. An expected increase in unit volume is based on the rapid growth of
the personal workstation segment, including pentium-based systems, in 1994.
As expected, customers are paying less for more performance in the low-end, and this
trend will continue. Although the extremely competitive price/performance game will
continue in the low end of the workstation arena, the mid- to high-end will be
competing on features not measured simply by SPEC ratings.
The major workstation vendors, in descending order of market position, are Sun, HP,
DEC, IBM, and SGI. To have a competitive edge in this market is to have a clear
hardware and software strategy, strong and well-positioned product line with a
winning price, performance, graphics, clear operating system strategy, available
applications, and services. The market trend is to focus on complementing products
with services to deliver customer solutions.
6.3.1 Problem Description
Motivation: HP's Computer Manufacturing and Distribution organization,
CM&D, oversees the Manufacturing and Distribution, Order Management, and Re-
engineering efforts within the Computer Systems Organization (CSO). The
Manufacturing and Distribution organization oversees eight manufacturing sites,
geographically dispersed, with a variety of product lines that includes chips, boards,
workstations, and multi-user systems. Our focus will be the workstation product line
that is manufactured at three sites: ECMO in Exeter, BCMO in Germany, and HCMO
in Japan. These sites are primarily responsible for geographic coverage in the Americas
and Asia/Pacific, Europe, and Japan, respectively.
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We focus on HP's Exeter site, ECMO, which has responsibility for the company's
worldwide manufacturing strategy for workstations as well as engineering
responsibility for the introduction of new products. The ECMO management is in a
matrix form that reports through the CM&D organization as well the Workstation
Systems Group, WSG, both within the CSO group.
Rapid response time and customer satisfaction play a large role in differentiating
HP's workstation product lines. HP expects strong competition and heavy price
pressure to continue over the next few years. Increased volume in the OEM channel
and the development of alternative channels will influence future distribution
strategies. Marketing data indicate that low-end workstation channels and customers
will require shorter response time and better availability in the future. HP's traditional
supply chain is thought to be inadequate to properly support future performance and
cost goals. Optimization of the supply chain is imperative to ensure that customer
availability requirements can be met while minimizing order fulfillment and supply
chain management costs.
Strategic Direction: A comparison of companies that are winning with those
that are losing market position reveals the key difference to be that of focus: the
winners focus on creating value for customers, continual improvement, quick
adaptability to change, and extracting the full potential of their human resources. HP
managers have repeatedly demonstrated the vision to anticipate and plan for the
future. CM&D is realigning its business plan based on anticipated changes resulting
from the first HP-Intel product. The new plan was approved by Lew Platt in October
1994.
CM&D is moving toward the concept of the "virtual factory" that achieves its
task of transforming materials and components into value for the customer by using
additional resources outside the manufacturing organization ranging from suppliers to
channel partners.
The CM&D organization just completed a strategic planning session developing
a new business model in support of its future vision. What started as a logistics vision
has been enhanced to link the manufacturing and distribution strategy to the business
strategy in support of future positioning of the workstation and multi-user systems. As
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a part of the new reorganization, the workstation manufacturing operation, ECMO in
Exeter, and the multi-user manufacturing operation, NCMO in Roseville are now
combined to form the new Solution Manufacturing and Distribution Operations,
SMDO.
The key business strategy is to utilize outsourcing and to reduce infrastructure,
driving down costs while the quality and service level are improved. The assessment
of core business competencies led to this model, where key strategic activities are kept
internal and the remainder outsourced. The implications are that the Front-End
process as well as the Back-End process is outsourced. The Front-End process is final
assembly & test. The Back-End process is advanced integration and distribution. The
virtual control tower will be responsible for strategic processes such as supplier
linkages, business unit linkages, engineering responsibility, quality, strategic
procurement, etc. Customer Integration Centers (CICs) will be responsible for testing
and advanced integration. CICs are also third parties with some HP personnel on-site.
Figure 6.2 shows the current business model. The new business model is depicted in
Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.2 - Computer Manufacturing & Distribution
Operations: Current Supply Chain
M HP
0 Outsourced
Figure 6.3 - Solution Manufacturing & Distribution
Operations: Distributed Supply Chain Network
- - -Future
SHP
-' Outsourced
Outsource LCD Outsource FAST
Manufacturing Outsource
Distribution
Front-End Back-End
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The short-term strategy is to route all products through the Customer Integration
Centers in Exeter. The long-term strategy is to develop and implement the Distributed
Delivery Network, DDN, with franchised postponement activities in support of low
and mainstream workstation products. In many instances the suppliers would deliver
directly to these distribution nodes. The Customer Integration Center would focus on
offering complex services and Hw/Sw integration processes.
The intent is to focus on delivering higher-quality and lower-cost solutions to the
customers, faster, by utilizing an optimal supply chain. The SMDO operations would
be changing rapidly. The nature of value added activities will also evolve with the
implementation of the outsourcing manufacturing, distribution and the Customer
Integration Centers (CICs.) The skills mix and required support processes would be
impacted as well.
New business processes need to be established to insure that communication
channels are working as well as they always have, and that problems are not solved
multiple times at great expense. The new business processes have to provide means for
effective and efficient information flow. People are accustomed to knowing who they
can talk if they run into an unusual problem. In the future there will be so many nodes
and so much going on that the informal networks will not function. To what degree
these could become potential implementation and organizational issues remains to be
seen.
Finally, there is the desire to "do more with less," and therefore it is valuable to
analyze the impact of the infrastructure in support of the optimal supply chain with the
minimum total cost. In Figure 6.1, the highlighted boxes show the relation of HP's
product dimensions, outsourcing levels, and risks.
6.3.2 Recommendations
The critical success framework was applied to HP to evaluate its manufacturing
outsourcing strategy and to identify implementation issues. In this study, the behavior
of HP and the workstation group will be analyzed to determine the system's
contribution to the complexity of internal and external supplier management and
processes (i.e., New Product Introduction in an outsourced manufacturing and
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distribution network). Recommendations will be made regarding policy changes that
may reduce these problems.
Figure 6.4 - Product Dimensions and Success of Outsourcing
Relation
Dimension Outsourcing Spectrum
product simple / commodity
life cycle long (15 years)
design stable
volume high
product mix low
technology low / standard
process standard non-priority
downsizing none / low some
degree of restructuring none / low some
moving OEM excess none / low some .
people to CM
moving OEM's flex none / low some
workforce to CM
customer linkage company sends to CM sends to the dist.
customer directly center
proximity to CM different time zone within a day travel
success factor product-orientation process-orientation
orientation
degree of outsourcing none / low some
Increased risk in outsourcing
Likelihood of success in outsourcing
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Corporate Level:
* As an increasing number of HP divisions favors outsourcing manufacturing and
final assembly and test, business and manufacturing strategy must be aligned. Is
HP a manufacturing company or a systems integrator?
* In the case of WSG we assess its core-competency, define its focus, and decide
whether it is going into manufacturing.
* Invest in a shared knowledge database for capturing the tacit knowledge stored in
the minds of HP people to facilitate technology and knowledge transfer by sharing
know-how and performing internal benchmarking. This can become a source of
competitive advantage and allow HP leverage from its size and knowledge.
* Establish a cross-divisional "Manufacturing Council" with representatives from all
divisions to set HP's manufacturing strategy, to work with the divisions, and to
come up with a division level strategy, and to utilize supply chain and value chain
analysis for decision making process.
* Establish a corporate "Global Contract Manufacturing Group" to facilitate
outsourcing decision-making and implementation of outsourcing activities. This
new central entity is to assume new roles and responsibilities to facilitate
outsourcing decisions, act as a resource for outsourcing activities, and oversee
turnkey contracts to ensure full leverage of HP's buying power. This group is
chartered for the following specific purposes:
* to be a catalyst for knowledge transfer across divisions;
* to perform postmortem assessment of outsourcing activities;
* to provide processes for ensuring HP's purchasing power leverage;
* to align IT strategy to support outsourcing;
* to set up a knowledge database to capture what, why, how of
outsourcing, as well as its benefits, pitfalls, and lessons learned;
* to provide contract manufacturer capability matrix; and
* to provide Technology, Quality, Responsiveness, Delivery, Cost,
Environment, and business (TQRDCEb) criteria.
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* to assess level of HP's involvement with various contract manufacturers.
Due to the fragmented outsourcing efforts at all the divisions, I-HP may be too
dependent on two of its contract manufacturers, and yet other divisions may
be still sending more work to these contract manufacturers.
Division Level: CSO is uniquely positioned to take advantage of this
restructuring and outsourcing activities; however, a number of issues remain to be
resolved for successful manufacturing outsourcing. Based on Figure 6.1, products that
WSG is considering for outsourcing are high-risk because of the complexity of the
products. This, coupled with the fact the entire manufacturing process is moving
outside, makes it high risk. Therefore, the level of dependency on the supplier
increases in terms of both capacity and knowledge.
(1) In order to not jeopardize the product launch, a simpler product that is easier to
decompose should be the initial candidate. Modularity must be designed into the
product so it is easily decomposable to the appropriate push/pull interface to reduce
the risk at the contract manufacturer and distributors.
(2) If HP is not ready to establish a "strategic partnership" with a contract
manufacturer, then to reduce outsourcing risks and switching cost, multiple contract
manufactures should be considered. The two-supplier option for the Customer
Integration Centers (CIC) would provide the following benefits:
* to be less dependent on the CM
* to provide HP with options
* to create free market enterprise to make CM more competitive
* to create tension in the relationship to make CM more responsive
* to create a robust solution in case of problems so customers are not affected
(3) Invest in IT linkages with contract manufacturers as a competitive edge and reap
the benefits of having a seamless virtual factory in support of the Build-To-Order
strategy.
4) Evaluate the Far-East strategy closely. Most companies believed that for complex
workstation boards the Far East suppliers are not ready in terms of quality. The Far-
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East strategy is based on assumptions of sourcing boards in Far-East, and if this
assumption is false, the souring decision must be reexamined.
(5) Do not rely heavily on leveraging from the level of expertise of HP people
transferred to the CM. The culture and structure of the CM would be those factors that
drive its employees behavior.
(6) Do not invest in logistics companies to become Final Assembly and Test solution
providers. It is more efficient to select a CM with manufacturing capability that can
learn logistics.
(7) Responsibly define policies regarding CM's global presence. Central CM is often
very responsive whereas other sites are not.
(8) Even though the CM would be an extension of HP's infrastructure, you can not
have the "HP way." Despite all the processes in place what makes HP successful is its
people. Shifting to work with a contract manufacturer, HP needs to focus more on
processes.
9) HP needs to restructure the procurement organization, establishing a "strategic
supplier management" group and a "tactical procurement specialist." The strategic
supplier managers replace manufacturing and operations managers, and the
procurement specialists replace buyers.
(10) Align HP's organizational structure with that of contract manufacturers. Provide
in the contract for the CM to provide engineering support and design for
manufacturability for new product launches.
(12) Creating a contract manufacture to take care of the plant is the best optimal
solution - it solves the people requirements as well.
(13) Do not co-locate with the CM if it takes over the plant.
(14) Do not let the strategy fail because of faulty implementation
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Outcome: Realizing what must be in place for successful manufacturing, the CSO and
WSG groups revisited their plan for outsourcing manufacturing. They decided that it
was too risky to go ahead as planned. Therefore, the plans for manufacturing
outsourcing are on hold for now.
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7.0 SUMMARY & RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Summary
This thesis provides a conceptual framework based on field study data from the
computer industry. The framework does not offer answers, but provides a context for
rigorous formulation and assessment of a manufacturing outsourcing strategy. The
project was envisioned as a tool to help managers think through issues entailed in
outsourcing manufacturing. It offers a logical sequence of action to enhance the
success of outsourcing manufacturing. It has also attempted to synthesize some
interesting new ideas in the field. Finally, we have developed further certain topics
often ignored in current management literature: what forces influence manufacturing
outsourcing, what infrastructure is required to make it happen, and how should
outsourcing manufacturing be implemented.
Our study results reveal outsourcing to be a complex process that cannot be
analyzed using only simple data. It is actually more of an art than a rigorous science,
because of the many variables and human issues to consider. This is why the goal of
this thesis was originally designed to focus on qualitative issues, and to build on the
experiences of a number of major outsourcing activities. An interesting follow-up
would be to track the value of these groups and firms over time some years, since some
would argue that outsourcing will hurt companies in the longer run. Of course this
need not be the case. For example, Sun market share has been steadily increasing over
the years, making SUN the number one workstation company at a time when the firm
was aggressively pursuing an outsourcing strategy.
Manufacturing must understand how the goals of manufacturing fit in with
overall corporate strategy in order for a consistent policy to emerge. A manufacturing
organization that is constantly obsoleting itself in its current form or structure cannot be
successful. Outsourcing manufacturing cannot be done piecemeal, but requires a
sound and well-crafted implementation and execution strategy, as well as an
understanding that outsourcing benefits may not be reaped in the short-term -- it is a
long-term investment. The conclusions are as follows:
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* The strategy is confirmed: Manufacturing outsourcing is a viable option.
Companies need not only internal but inter-organizational competence. The
strategy consists not of "hollowing" out the firm, but relying on a network with a
"dynamic core." These relationships are established and nurtured at the staff level
as well as at senior management level. The process offers learning from a "portfolio
of relationships."
* Companies need to understand that a new way to do business is needed. The firm
must view manufacturing as value chain management and must assess the best
place to manufacture, the place that serves our products and our customers best,
with the best long-term return to the firm.
* In addition to a new way of thinking and a positive attitude toward outsourcing, its
success depends on a company's business and manufacturing strategies and the fit
between the two, and on the approach pursued in implementation process. Firms
need to establish an infrastructure that supports the contract manufacturing
activities.
* Leveraging IT is the most important enabler of virtual manufacturing. Capturing
corporate memory involves investing in Groupware to document and share across
design groups. IT and technology infrastructures provide a creative learning
environment, capture knowledge for knowledge transfer, provide a history to
capture corporate memory, and facilitate an inter-organization information
exchange.
7.2 Reflections and Research Lessons Learned
This topic begs more in-depth investigation into long-term impacts. More time
and research, following the companies and projects over time, offers material possibly
for a Ph.D. thesis. This author has suffered from information overload. The amount of
rich data was astonishing -- many interesting (and sometimes conflicting) perspectives
exist.
My initial concern was a lack of detailed methodology to follow. A significant portion
of my work was spent in trying different approaches to define a framework. Two
people, at minimum, should be involved in research of this magnitude, to challenge
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the issues and framework at conceptualization time for real time feedback. This would
significantly improve the quality of the arguments.
7.3 Recommendations For Further Research
The results of this research were developed in the computer industry, an industry with
a high rate of technological innovation and one which has global supply chains now
undergoing radical restructuring in terms of marketing channels, manufacturing
locations, and logistics. We would expect to see similar forces influencing outsourcing,
with similar motivations and benefits realized, in industries that depend heavily on
innovation (thus creating a need to focus and to establish a two-tier labor system), and
who have global supply chains (driving restructuring via partnerships). One
promising area for future research would be to duplicate this study in another industry,
one similar to the computer industry (such as consumer electronics), and also in
another industry which is not similar (such as the automobile industry).
Another area for further investigation is the effect of focus. This might be investigated
using a multiple case study method that compares how engineers and managers spend
their time and resources before and after outsourcing manufacturing, if the benefits are
sustained over time, and the impact of manufacturing outsourcing on R&D technology
development.
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Appendix A
Outsourcing Questionnaire
The are seven areas covered in the questionnaire to capture What, Why, How, and
Implications of outsourcing. Please answer all the questions that apply to you. The
data will be used to establish a generic database as a knowledge transfer instrument to
provide critical information regarding outsourcing.
PART 1 - GENERAL QUESTIONS
PART 2- CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS IN OUTSOURCING
PART 3 - OPTIMAL LEVEL OF OUTSOURCING
PART 4- SUPPLIER LINKAGE MANAGEMENT
PART 5 - THE ROLE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
PART 6 - MANAGEMENT CONTROL AFTER OUTSOURCING
PART 7- LESSONS LEARNED
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Outsourcing Questionnaire
This questionnaire will be used to derive insight with regard to the benefits and potential pitfalls
of outsourcing manufacturing and distribution, particularly as it relates to the lessons learned
during a successful or unsuccessful outsourcing implementation. The expression "outsourcing"
used below focuses on the process of subcontracting manufacturing, Final Assembly and Test,
and distribution to improve a firm efficiency.
PART 1- GENERAL QUESTIONS
1. Please provide organizational background information:
A) Market-based differentiation dimensions--product breath, build strategy,
software option, backlog cycle-time, customer base, volume base,
integration/postponement, order changes/cancels
2. B) Product-based differentiation dimensionstest requirements, engineering
changes/purge/product rolls, procurement issues, New Product Introduction
cycle-time, degree of outsourcing (internal vs. external), returns, technology,
quality
3. What are the major events of the outsourcing implementation including
problems experienced? Please elaborate on different phases of your
implementation plan: planning, transition period, and steady state.
4. Could you please forward me any documents that were written in relation to
your outsourcing process.
PART 2- CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS IN OUTSOURCING
5. What are the major events that occurred leading to the outsourcing
implementation? Why did you decide to outsource?
6. Did your organization have a specific goal in mind when it entered an
outsourcing process? What was this goal?
7. Did you have a specific strategy in outsourcing your manufacturing and/or
distribution?
8. What kind of analysis was performed to support the outsourcing decision?
Strategic vs. Tactical level objectives? (Cost models, Supply Chain analysis,
Optimization) What methodology did you use?
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9. Which group was in charge of implementing and monitoring the outsourcing
process?
10. Was outside expertise used at any point in the process? If so, which type of
outside expertise and at which points?
11. Looking back on the process, what do you think were the critical factors of
success/failure of the operation?
12. What criteria did you use for risk assessment? What were the weights or
priority of these criteria? As a result of implementation have you modified your
risk assessment criteria?
13. What metrics did you use to see if the perceived benefits were realized? Were
the expected gains realized?
14. Which benefits were you seeking in outsourcing your company? Did you
achieve those? Were there any pitfalls?
15. Where did the biggest resistance to change come from?
16. What organizational or "cultural" changes did you have to make in order to
make the new system work?
17. What was the impact of this change in terms of cost, quality, product
availability, and time to market?
PART 3 - OPTIMAL LEVEL OF OUTSOURCING
Product
18. What functions are still performed by your organization vs. third-party?
19. Do you believe that you are currently at an ideal consignment level? Too low?
Too high? Where should your ideal level of consignment and turnkey be? Why?
Process
20. To what level are your processes transportable? How much process redesign did
you have to undertake? ISO9000 impact?
21. How has outsourcing impacted your processes? Especially in case of NPI and
ramp
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22. How has outsourcing impacted your Inventory levels? How has the length of
your supply chain changed? Who manages Inv. and Safety Stock levels? Who
owns the Inv.?
23. What is the impact of outsourcing to your product development and concurrent
engineering processes? In terms of cost, quality, and time to market.
24. This is a list of key operational dimensions organizations use to maintain control
over their operation activities. Could you please comment on whether these
controls were affected as a result of your organization's outsourcing strategy?
Indicate % change, decreasing or increasing, process change, ownership
responsibility.
o Cost structure o Inventory levels / Inv. management / ownership
o product quality * safety stocks
* defects o complexity of processes
o product availability o test strategy & cost /warranty cost/
acceptable AFR
o time to market o service level
Cost structure
25. What was the Minimum Efficient Scale of production to support the cost goals?
26. What are the elements of the linkage / handshake /supplier management costs?
27. How do you quantify these costs?
28. How do you quantify any cost benefits?
29. What other elements have impacted your landed cost since outsourcing is
implemented?
PART 4- SUPPLIER LINKAGE MANAGEMENT
30. How did you choose your subcontractor?
31. What other criteria did you use beyond TQRDCE criteria for choosing the
subcontractor? How did you decide between HP and non-HP contracting?
between new contractor vs. one with established ties to HP?
32. How important was the global dimension? Did you choose to go with a
subcontractor with the global presence? Where you able to leverage from its
global presence?
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33. Did you commit to developing the subcontractors capabilities or go with one
that has the capabilities?
34. What was HP's time and resource commitments for the duration of the contract?
Renewal periods and clauses? What incentives did HP have to provide? What
incentives did the subcontractor have to provide?
35. How did you decide on single sourcing or multiple sourcing? How many
suppliers do you have? How many subcontractors?
36. Do you use drop shipment for suppliers to deliver to subcontractors? Why or
Why not? What problems have experienced or anticipated? If so, who is
responsible for procurement management? Inv. management?
37. Please describe the nature of your relationship with the subcontractors --
contracting or partnership? How are you involved in their continuous
improvement activities?
38. How do you manage the relationships between procurement department, R&D,
FAST subcontractor, and Distribution subcontractor? How did the relationship
change? What was the impact of this change in terms of cost, quality, product
availability, and time to market?
PART 5 - THE ROLE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
39. Could you describe your organization usage of IT? Please explain the nature of
the flow information within your organization? Did it change as a result of your
outsourcing activities?
40. What standards are you using and what is the level of compatibility between
your systems and third party suppliers? Did it change as a result of your
outsourcing activities? EDI? Who pays for this compatibility? How do you
deal with multiple suppliers in terms of data visibility?
41. What is the nature of your communication network? Regionally? Globally?
42. Could you envision a better way to use IT as part of a plan to reduce your
outsourcing and overall cost structure?
PART 6- MANAGEMENT CONTROL AFTER OUTSOURCING
43. How do you measure performance in your firm?
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44. How did this change since your firm started implementing its outsourcing
strategy?
45. How would you characterize your span of control and its correlation to the
degree of outsourcing?
People
46. How has your new structure impacted on your organizations performance?
morale? # of people displaced? Did excess people transfer to the subcontractor
as a part of the agreement? Are there HP employees on-site? If not, how often
do they visit the sub-contractors?
47. What are the new skill mix? What is needed? Any training? What skills set
required of the third-party suppliers and their employees?
48. This is a list of key controls organizations use to maintain control over their
business activities. Could you please comment on whether these controls were
affected as a result of your organization's outsourcing strategy?
o Responsibility structure
o Reward systems
o Career planning programs
o Procedures for recruiting, selection & evaluation of personnel
o Size and composition of workforce
* headcount changes
* Skills mix requirement for HP staff & on-site HP support
49. Could you please elaborate on any of these points that you feel have changed
significantly as a consequence of restructuring? Please provide details on the
charges that have actually occurred?
PART 7- LESSONS LEARNED
50. Did you perform a postmortem study? What were the results?
51. What problems did you experience? Did you have any contingency plans in
place?
52. What were the unanticipated problems? Risks? How could you have avoided
them?
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53. What were the unanticipated benefits? leverage points? How could you have
done better?
54. Force Field Analysis-- What were the forces that enabled or restrained the
outsourcing implementation process? Please identify the three most enabling
forces and the three most restraining forces. "Walk through the dominant
force" indicating the causes, consequences, and constraints.
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Outsourcing Questionnaire & Interview Map (Summary)
This questionnaire will be used to derive insight with regard to the benefits and potential pitfalls
of outsourcing manufacturing and distribution, particularly as it relates to the lessons learned
during a successful or unsuccessful outsourcing implementation. The expression "outsourcing"
used below focuses on the process of subcontracting manufacturing, Final Assembly and Test,
and distribution to improve afirm efficiency.
The are seven areas covered in the questionnaire to capture What, Why, How, and Implications of
outsourcing. Please answer all the questions that apply to you. The data will be used to establish
a generic database as a knowledge transfer instrument to provide critical information regarding
outsourcing.
PART 1 - GENERAL QUESTIONS
Outsourcing Strategy & Objectives
How do you make outsourcing decisions? what kind of analysis?
Why do you want to pull work back in? (if applicable)
What is your future strategy?
PART 2 - CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS IN OUTSOURCING
Were the perceived benefits realized?
What metrics were used
Critical Success Factors
PART 3 - OPTIMAL LEVEL OF OUTSOURCING
Level of consignment vs. turnkey
Who owns procurement? (drop-shipment / HP buying power)
Who owns INV?
NPI responsibility
End-of-life responsibility
ECO process ( #, cost, issues)
Any quality issues? delivery? SRT impact? how to improve?
PART 4 - SUPPLIER LINKAGE MANAGEMENT
CM / Supplier Qualification
Describe the relationship: arms length(vendor) vs. partnership relationship.
Single source or muliple sourcing?
What are the linkage costs and how do you quantify?
Level of HP support for the CM
Any involvement in process improvement activities
Any audit process in place in terms process? proprietary tech?
PART 5 - THE ROLE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Level of IT usage? EDI?
HP investment vs. CM for IT linkage
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PART 6 - MANAGEMENT CONTROL AFTER OUTSOURCING
Outsourcing non-critical activities--impact to your core competency / in the
long-term what do u lose as a result of outsourcing?
Impact to linkages to R&D and customers
Impact to technology development & innovation
Increased communication
Any people issues? impact to the culture? morale?
PART 7 - LESSONS LEARNED
What were the unanticipated problems? (pitfalls): startup (planning stage,
transition stage) + on-going (steady-state) / How could u have avoided them?
What were the unanticipated benefits? (leverage points)
Did you perform a postmortem study? what were the results? in retrospect
what would do you differently?
Current concerns--any contingency plans
Force Field Analysis: driving forces (enablers) & constraining forces (sources
of resistance)
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Company I Company #1
Business segment / Products Workstations
Group Contract Mfg. Group / Procurement
PART 1 - GENERAL QUESTIONS
Outsourcing Strategy (emerging vs. - emerging
intended) - push out as much as possible
Objectives Full turnkey not consignment
How do you make outsourcing decisions? - crude Cost / Benefits analysis pushed us to
what kind of analysis? outsource. No elaborate cost model but to
include cost of capital, investment required,
etc.
- case by case basis
Why do you want to pull work back in? (if N/A
applicable)
What is your future strategy? - aggressive outsorucing strategy but case by
case basis and based on strategic importance
& cost
- mfg shrinking, growing in every other aspect
Functions Outsourced & Why Functions Retained Internally & Why
Outsource class "B" & "C" parts. - keep class "A" parts in house (ASICS, mem,
fab) -- keep strategic parts and expensive parts
in house, since easy to order
Fab is critical for control since it gates
everything
SMT, simple boards complex boards, technology not available at
CM
Outsource functions or activities that are not - keep our core-competency activities in
our core-competency. house:
design, integrating systems (FAST,
configuration, sw load, & functional test)
- FAST will be kept internal since it is
complex and we need the design engineer to
debug the product, customized, gives us a lot
Sof flexibility
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PART 2 - CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS IN OUTSOURCING
Were the perceived benefits realized? - Yes, we Outsourced b/c we do not have the
technology or capability in house (i.e. BGA)
What metrics were used up front cost / benefit analysis driven by
politics to given three solutions: 1) internal
mfg, 2) outsource with control of material &
consign kits, 3) full turnkey
Did you perform a postmortem study? - we should!
what were the results? in retrospect what
would you do differently?
Critical Success Factors - our policy of not outsourcing oversees. We
do not do it because their very cheap labor
does not compensate for their lack of qualified
technicians, and our product complexity is
beyond their scope. In addition we do not
want to create pipeline Inv.
- our policy of having local contract
manufacturer. The concept is a JIT system so
they need to be within a certain radius. CM is
on our backdoor so design engineers can go
and work on the line. As a result of this policy
we do not have material in-transit.
- move away from brute force mentality that
was used internally
- clean documentation
- CM's shop floor control system
- CM's materials management capability
- our total ownership of the product and the
production line is essential
- supplier / CM support manager is the
S"production line manager"
Key Variables (Business Dimensions) Impact of outsourcing
cost f (we pay a premium for flexibility)
cost / volume flexibility
capital equipment expenditure /capital J
investment cost/ infrastructure cost / physical - overall cost including the investment of
assets physical asset is lower
Customer Satisfaction IDelivery Perf (OTD) = for final customer
(OTD from CM to us is not satisfactory)
Time to Market =
Quality =
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Time (total supply chain cycle time) =
Operations flexibility / control 4
Responsiveness
- suppliers are very reactive
Inventory levels (RM, FGI, Pipeline) =
- we carry no FGI, no pipeline, minimum RM
&WIP
- High demand so we have no FGI inventory
- Localized CM rule reduces the in-transit
INV
PART 3 - OPTIMAL LEVEL OF OUTSOURCING
Level of consignment vs. turnkey - consign complex & expensive only
Who owns procurement? (drop-shipment / - CM procures if full turnkey
company buying power) - we procure if consigned
Who owns INV? - CM owns the INV if full turnkey
- we own the INV if consigned
NPI responsibility - NPI @ high-end is all consignments
End-of-life responsibility - us & them
ECO process ( #, cost, issues) - hard to control
Any quality issues? delivery? SRT impact? - on-time delivery is a huge issue
how to improve?
PART 4 - SUPPLIER LINKAGE MANAGEMENT
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CM I Supplier Qualification
Describe the relationship: arms
length(vendor) vs. partnership relationship.
- screening is pretty extensive: 1) general
business issues: size, how long in business,
shifts, labor rate, mgmt experience, education,
financial strength, 2) details in how they
manage ECOs, 3) technology road map, 4)
interview their customers, 5) ISO9000,
quality, mgmt system, data collection &
calibration
- CM must buy $100M to have leverage with
suppliers
- local CM / suppliers
- very few suppliers
- be selective on who choose
- there are three types of CM: 1) grew out of
job shop operations and b/c of trend of
growing, their infrastructure can not support
it, they are over in their head, 2) mega-
behamian dinosaur companies, IBM, DEC,
burden cost over more volume, not good
solution. Question their commitment to
business. CM is not their core-competency &
expertise, 3) a group of CM developing
themselves to offering turnkey leverage and
leading-edge technology
- CM companies would differentiate
themselves when they bridge the gap from me
too / technology follower to lead and develop
technology
- NOT partnership (most overused term in
business!), partner only in good times
- strategic alliance by default
- by default we are locked into them but we
look for other options and they look for other
customers ( an opportunistic relationship)
- no joint strategic plans (strive for it)
- do not take partnership lightly, it means true
dedication of senior management from one
company to another
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Single source or multiple sourcing? - moving from sole-sourced to mutlie-sourced
- sole source b/c of cost of managing multiple
suppliers but we realized we can not brute
force through one CM like in-house in terms
products, documents
- multiple suppliers / CM but not on the same
part number
- multiple sourcing forces us to be systematic,
clean on our documentation and processes
What are the linkage costs and how do you - depending on CM's capability there is a
quantify reduction in headcount in quality, engineering,
and materials management, and sometimes
there is an increase in these functions!
- include the travel of brining up a CM if not
local
Level of company support for the CM - allocated support fluctuates depending on
CM's process capabilities
Any involvement in process improvement - ISO 9000 & my line, therefore do not
activities change without my approval
Any audit process in place in terms - quarterly
process? proprietary tech? - quality, sch, cycle count feedback on weekly
basis
- working with competition allows them to be
more intelligent
PART 5 - THE ROLE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Level of IT usage? EDI? - publish MRP & send thru e-mail, no EDI
Company investment vs. CM for IT linkage NA
Future IT plans in support of CM activities - EDI link for next generation of products
PART 6 - MANAGEMENT CONTROL AFTER OUTSOURCING
Outsourcing non-critical activities--impact - do not think any
to your core competency / in the long-term
what do u lose as a result of outsourcing?
Impact to linkages to R&D and customers - do not think any
Impact to technology development & - we believe the intelligence is deep within
innovation
Increased communication?--Impacts? about the same, we are pretty spread out,
sometimes we are closer to the CM
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Any people issues? impact to the culture? some still believe no one can do it as well as
morale? we do internally but no big issue since we are
growing 30% annually, therefore there is still a
lot to do. Our outsouricng has not been
Sparalleled with downsizing yet.
PART 7 - LESSONS LEARNED (SWOT Analysis)
Strength of Contract Manufacturing Weaknesses of Contract Manufacturing
- cost / volume flexibility, we can not handle - most CM need sponsors to develop new
the current demand fluctuations, therefore we technology and there needs to be a
are willing to pay a premium for it collaborative effort. Some CM are moving to
invest in technology by themselves.
- economics of scale, they can balance the line - CM's shortfall is that bottom line 50-60%
working with different companies which have not responding to the original sch. data.
different quarter ends Excesses: we did not have the parts, we did
not have the correct documentation
- they need to propose their own processes to - CM's shortfall is that they do not have the
be cost-effective, this is where they add value vested interest as we do so when their
supplier decommits sch, they decommit ours.
If we were handling it, we would get with the
suppliers to resolve the issue. We still have to
intervene for material.
- provide technology capability not available - inefficient materials management, they do
internally, no need to invest in that new not have enough expertise
technology, leverage from it.
- low cost producer - lack of leverage in materials management
- working with multiple suppliers / CM forces - lack of confidence in CM's delivery of
us to be systematic, clean on our "functionally-tested" solutions
documentation and processes
- working with competition allows them to be - CM's shortfall in TQM, very reactive
more intelligent, win/win for everyone - they are not productively looking for value
engineering, they look for us to find solutions
- customization not their expertise so we keep
configuration and sw load internally since we
are BTO or CTO in most cases
- not executing b/c of materials management,
do not have the product or the wrong product,
their expertise is running the product!
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Opportunities of Contract Manufacturing Threats of Contract Manufacturing
(Risks, concerns, pitfalls)
- CM are learning best practices by working - in most cases once outsourced, we can't
with different companies bring it back in due to required capital
equipment expenditure and lack of technology
expertise
- improve your infrastructure, processes, & - DFM: we did not get involved to a great
structure extent in the past, we believe design
- working with multiple CM creates a free intelligence is deep within our company but
market enterprise, CM becomes more Design For Manufacturability is the key and
competitive, responsive, and there is more without mfg how to have the expertise?
leverage Current technology has not driven that but the
- less dependency on one CM future technology absolutely requires that
- as we audit various vendors, we gather the - consultant-type agreement with CM to help
collective knowledge and funnel it back to the with DFM--dependency is beginning to show
company
- we are in the reactive mode b/c of growth, - there is a point of diminishing return, you
we need to be more proactive in dealing with need that expertise, u have to buy it (i.e., hire
CM mfg engineers from assy shops)
- long way to develop CM
- we do not have any corporate contracts in - not enough qualified CM around, only a few
place, we need to establish that. are emerging as world class mfg
- losing mfg expertise & capabilities
- shift from being experts to not having
expertise in house and as a result we have to
rely on other people
Part 8 - Force Field Analysis: driving forces (enablers) & constraining forces (sources of
resistance)
Driving Forces Constraining Forces
flexibility core competency functions
cost strategic parts
available technology expensive parts (maybe consigned)
not our core-competency lack of confidence in CM's material's mgmt
avoid necessary investments on-time delivery issues
the perception that no one can do it as well as
us
internal politics to keep mfg internally
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